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Executive summary
The City of Newcastle (CN) undertakes a community survey on a quarterly (every three
months) basis to better understand key issues, community needs and priorities regarding the
services and facilities provided by the City.
The November 2018 summer edition is the second survey in this program. A total of 799
people took part.
Results
Attendance at cultural activities and where participants find out about them
Respondents were asked if they had attended a series of cultural activities/events as an
audience member in the past 12 months. Those that indicated that they had not, were asked
if they knew what options were available to attend that type of activity in Newcastle.
Participants were also asked if they had found out about cultural events, activities and
opportunities from a range of sources. Principal observations include:
• The cultural activity/event that the largest proportion of participants attended in the
previous 12 months was Cinemas (78%) followed by Festival or cultural event (59%)
• The least attended activity/event was dance performances (19%)
• The highest proportion of participants found out about what cultural events, activities
and opportunities there are through Word of mouth (68%) followed by print media
(59%)
• The majority of participants attended cultural activities in Newcastle (83%) followed
by Sydney (56%).

Undertaking of creative activities
Participants were asked if they undertook any of a series of creative activities as a creator,
maker or performer. Those who indicated that they were a creator, maker or performer were
then asked where and how they undertake those activities. Principal observations include:
• Six in ten respondents (60%) stated that they did not undertake any of the
creative pursuits listed
• The highest proportion of respondents who indicated that they did undertake
these activities nominated Craft (19%)
• More than three-quarters (76%) of respondents who undertook any of the
pursuits listed stated that they did so in their own home.

Impact of the provision of cultural events and activities has on the community
Participants were asked to rate their level of agreement with a series of statements
regarding the impact of the provision of cultural events and activities. They were also asked
to indicate whether a range of impediments to participating in the city's cultural offerings
applied to them. Principal observations include:
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•
•

•

•

All of the statements presented received a mean score above the neutral point of
three indicating that, on balance, participants agreed with them
The statements with the highest level of agreement, attaining an equal mean
score of 4.2, were Fostering a creative community to live in and Bringing
audiences to City of Newcastle cultural institutions, such as Civic Theatre,
Newcastle Art Gallery, Libraries or Newcastle Museum
Almost eight in ten respondents (77%) either strongly agreed or agreed the City
of Newcastle's Civic Theatre, Art Gallery, Libraries and Museum facilities play a
primary role in the development and promotion of culture in Newcastle
The statement with the highest proportion of 'true' responses (37%) was Much of
the city's cultural offerings are out of reach for me, due to lack of knowledge of
what's available.

Safety in the Newcastle LGA
Participants were asked how safe they think Newcastle is in comparison with other areas;
what they think the top community safety issues are; how safe they feel in particular
locations and their level of awareness of the CN's community safety programs and services.
Principal observations include:
• Six in ten participants (60%) stated that overall they felt Newcastle LGA was As safe
as Australian cities of a similar size and population
• The two community safety issues nominated by the highest proportion of
respondents were Domestic violence (18%) and Alcohol (anti-social behaviour and
violence) (10%)
• On balance, respondents indicated that they feel safest at the various locations
presented during the day and feel less safe in the evening
• Participants feel the least safe in your neighbourhood parks in the evening (Mean
score 2.6)
• The community safety program/service that the highest proportion of participants
(87%) were aware of was Alcohol free zones and alcohol prohibited areas.
Participants were least aware of the Homeless Persons Working Group (14%)
• The program/service nominated as the most effective by the highest proportion of
those who were aware of them (70%) was Strong partnerships with community
organisations and local police to deliver programs
• A relatively high proportion of participants felt that they could not rate the
effectiveness of the programs, i.e. answered Don't know. This is particularly evident
for the Street safe night time outreach service (50% responded don't know) and the
Homeless Persons Working Group (45% responded don't know).

Housing and volunteering
Participants were asked if they anticipated that their housing needs would change in the next
five years and if so, where they might move. They were also asked about any voluntary
work they undertake. Principal observations include:
• Approximately two-thirds of participants (66%) indicated that they did not expect to
change their housing needs in the next five years
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•
•
•

More than half (54%) of those who stated that they did feel that their housing needs
would change, indicated that they would move within the Newcastle LGA
Approximately four in ten respondents (43%) stated that they do not volunteer. Onefifth of respondents spend between one and three hours volunteering
The highest proportion of those that indicated that they do undertake volunteering
work do so for Sporting clubs/groups (27%), Education and training (23%) and
Welfare, charity, church (23%).

Community life
Participants were asked a series of questions about their suburb and their participation in
community life. Principal observations include:
• Approximately six in ten respondents (61%) indicated that the top challenge they face
to participating more in community life was Work or other commitments/lack of time
• The highest proportion of 'other' challenges nominated was Caring responsibilities
(20%)
• Approximately, three-quarters of respondents (74%) stated that Convenient location
was why they chose to live in their suburb followed by Lifestyle (54%)
• The most positive aspect of their community identified by participants was Sense of
belonging/community (26%), followed by Close to everything we need/location (19%)
• The mean score of 4.1 indicates that, on balance, participants feel welcomed and
connected to their community
• The top three challenges faced by participants in their community were Access to
public transport (31%), Community safety/security (21%) and Housing affordability
(18%).

Disability and caring responsibility
Questions were asked to understand the types of needs members of the community with
lived experience with disability have. Principal observations include:
• Almost seven in ten respondents (68%) indicated that they did not have a lived
experience with disabilities or caring responsibility for a person living with disabilities
• For those who did (32%), the type of disability experienced by the highest proportion
was Physical/mobility (70%).
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1 Introduction
The City of Newcastle (CN) undertakes a community survey on a quarterly (every three
months) basis to better understand key issues, community needs and priorities regarding the
services and facilities provided by the City.
The November 2018 summer edition of the survey is the second survey in this program.

2 Methodology
Data collection
The online survey was available to be undertaken from Monday 26 November to Monday 10
December 2018, inclusive.
In total, 799 participants took part in the survey.

Survey promotion
The survey was widely promoted through social and traditional media channels. Members of
the City's community reference panel Newcastle Voice were also sent email invitations to
take part in the survey.

Data handling
Data handling and analysis was carried out using the City's online survey software. All
responses are de-identified to ensure the anonymity of respondents, and open-ended
responses are edited only for grammar. If more than 100 open ended responses are
submitted, they are coded by like theme. Please refer to Appendix II Verbatim Comments for
verbatim responses.

Data weighting
The sampling process outlined herein is a self-selecting sample, which is a non-probability
sampling technique. While this approach is more cost and time effective than a probability
sampling (e.g. random sampling), there is likely to be a degree of self-selection bias in the
results. This is especially true among broad community respondents who may choose to
complete the survey because they have strong views on the topic one way or the other.
Similarly, using a self-selection sampling technique may limit the representativeness of the
sample. To help overcome this, the data has been weighted post-collection to reflect the
distribution across the wards of the population (25% each ward).

How to read this report
2.5.1 Assessment scales
In the report and tables that follow a number of conventions have been established for the
purpose of presenting the survey results.
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In the survey respondents were presented with a five-point scale for the assessment of:
•
•

Sense of connectedness with their community
Agreement with statements regarding cultural activities.

The scales were constructed as follows:
Table 1: Construction of scales

AGREEMENT

CONNECTEDNESS

1=Strongly disagree
1=Strongly unwelcomed, disconnected
2=Disagree
2=Somewhat unwelcomed, disconnected
3=Neither agree nor disagree
3=Neither
4=Agree
4=Somewhat welcomed, connected
5=Strongly agree
5=Strongly welcomed, connected
Respondents could provide a response of don't know/NA if they could not rate an statement

A neither score of 3 out of 5 suggests a neutral opinion, i.e. no strong feelings either way.

2.5.2 Mean scores
The numeric values from the scales (1 to 5) were converted to an overall average (mean)
score. This scale is calculated only for those who responded using the 1 to 5 scale - it does
not include non-scale responses. An example of the calculation of a satisfaction score
follows. All scales outlined above follow the same method for calculating mean scores.
Table 2: Mean score calculation

Response
Scale

Number of
responses

1=very dissatisfied
2=dissatisfied
3=neither
4=satisfied
5=very satisfied

30
60
80
170
80

Don't know/NA

80

Total

500

Response scale x
number of
responses
1x30
2x60
3x80
4x170
5x80
Not included in
calculation
1,470

Score

The score is calculated
by dividing 1,470 by
the number of
responses uses (420 in
this case): 1,470/420
Score = 3.5

To obtain a score of 5.0 ALL respondents who gave them a rating would have to have
answered '5', i.e. answered strongly agree, very satisfied etc. as applicable. Therefore, a
higher rating represents a relatively more favourable response.
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2.5.3 Interpretation
In interpreting the scores, it should be remembered that:
•
•

The higher the score, the higher the level of agreement, satisfaction etc.
A satisfaction score of greater than 3 indicates that, on balance, residents were
satisfied (the same interpretation applies to the agreement scale).

When interpreting the results, the distribution of ratings and the score need to be considered
together not individually. For example, ratings which are evenly spread over the 1 to 5 scale
may yield the same mean score as those which are relatively polarised at either end of the
scale. The policy implications for these contrasting distributions are very different, despite
the fact that they received the same score.
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3 Survey findings
Cultural Activities
3.1.1 Attendance at cultural activities/events
Respondents were asked if they had attended a series of cultural activities/events as an
audience member in the past 12 months. Those that indicated that they had not, were asked
if they knew what options were available to attend that type of activity in Newcastle.
Table 3: Attendance at cultural activities/events

Cultural activity/event

% Yes

Cinemas

78%

Festival or cultural event

59%

Live music performances (other than Classical)

51%

Art galleries

48%

Museums

47%

Theatre performances

40%

Classical music concerts, musicals and opera

28%

Literary events

24%

Dance performances

19%

Table 4: Aware of options to attend at cultural activities/events

Know what options are available to attend
Museums (n=396)
Cinemas (n=162)
Theatre (n=454)
Live music performances other than classical (n=365)
Festival or cultural events (n=299)
Classical music concerts, musicals and opera (n=558)
Art galleries (n=370)
Literary events (n=584)
Dance performances (n=634)

% Yes
71%
70%
63%
58%
55%
50%
49%
45%
37%

The results shown in Table 3 and Table 4 indicate that:
• The cultural activity/event that the largest proportion of participants attended in the
previous 12 months was Cinemas (78%) followed by Festival or cultural event (59%)
• The least attended activity event was dance performances (19%)
• More than seven in ten respondents who had not attended Museums or Cinemas
indicated that they knew what options were available to attend them if they wanted to
(71% and 70%, respectively)
• Less than four in ten respondents (37%) indicated that they knew what options were
available to attend Dance performances.
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Respondents were asked if they found out about what cultural events, activities and
opportunities there are in Newcastle from a range of sources. The results shown in Table 5
indicate that:
• The highest proportion of participants found out about what cultural events,
activities and opportunities there are through Word of mouth (68%) followed by
print media (59%)
• Electronic newsletters generated by City of Newcastle was the source least used
for finding out about these activities (6%).
Table 5: Sources to find out about cultural events

Sources

%

Word of mouth

68%

Print media

59%

Radio

49%

Posters or flyers

46%

Other social media (Facebook, Instagram, twitter)

46%

City News (formerly Council News) delivered to letterboxes across the Newcastle LGA

37%

Event websites

35%

City of Newcastle social media (Facebook, Instagram, twitter)

22%

Calendar of events on City of Newcastle website

17%

Visit Newcastle website

15%

Electronic newsletters generated by City of Newcastle

6%

None of the above
3%
Note: The totals add to more than 100% as participants could provide more than one response.

Participants were asked where they attended cultural activities, locally or further afield. The
results shown in Table 6 indicate that:
• The majority of participants attended cultural activities in Newcastle (83%)
followed by Sydney (56%).
Table 6: Location access cultural activities

Location

%

Newcastle

83%

Sydney

56%

Maitland or Lake Macquarie, Central Coast or Upper Hunter

37%

Interstate

20%

Internationally

14%

Not Applicable

10%

3.1.2 Participation in cultural activities as a maker, creator or performer
Participants were asked if they undertook any of a series of creative activities as a creator,
maker or performer. Those who indicated that they were a creator, maker or performer were
then asked where and how they undertake those activities. As shown in Table 7 and Table
8:
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•
•
•

Six in ten respondents (60%) stated that they did not undertake any of the
creative pursuits listed
The highest proportion of respondents who indicated that they did undertake
these activities nominated Craft (19%)
More than three-quarters (76%) of respondents who undertook any of the
pursuits listed stated that they did so in their own home.

Table 7: Type of creative activity undertaken

Activity

%

Craft

19%

Music

16%

Visual arts

13%

Writing

11%

Dance

6%

Theatre

5%

Don't undertake any of these activities

60%

Table 8: Where undertake creative activity

Where undertake activity

%

In my own home

76%

As part of an informal or formal group

43%

With friends

41%

In public spaces, for example the Gallery

16%

As part of an informal or formal program of study

13%

other

7%

There were 26 participants who indicated that they undertook creative activities in places
other than those presented. These responses are provided in Appendix II Verbatim
Comments.

3.1.3 Impact of cultural events and activities on Newcastle
Participants were asked to rate their level of agreement with a series of statements
regarding the impact of the provision of cultural events and activities. They were also asked
to indicate whether a range of impediments to participating in the city's cultural offerings
applied to them. As shown in Table 9, Table 10 and Table 11:
• All of the statements presented received a mean score above the neutral point of
three indicating that, on balance, participants agreed with them
• The statements with the highest level of agreement, attaining an equal mean
score of 4.2, were Fostering a creative community to live in and Bringing
audiences to City of Newcastle cultural institutions, such as Civic Theatre,
Newcastle Art Gallery, Libraries or Newcastle Museum
• Almost eight in ten respondents (77%) either strongly agreed or agreed the City
of Newcastle's Civic Theatre, Art Gallery, Libraries and Museum facilities play a
primary role in the development and promotion of culture in Newcastle
City of Newcastle December 2018 Quarterly Community Survey Report
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•

The statement with the highest proportion of 'true' responses (37%) was Much of
the city's cultural offerings are out of reach for me, due to lack of knowledge of
what's available.

Table 9: Agreement with statements about impact of cultural events and activities

Statements

Fostering a creative
community to live in
Bringing audiences to City
of Newcastle cultural
institutions, such as Civic
Theatre, Newcastle Art
Gallery, Libraries or
Newcastle Museum
Being a drawcard for
visitors to Newcastle
Being an important part of
the local economy
The perception of
Newcastle as a creative
and cultural city
Increasing awareness of
Newcastle's identity and
telling local stories
Bringing customers to local
businesses
Attracting new people to
come to live in Newcastle

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neither
agree or
disagree

Agree

Strongly
agree

Don't
know

Mean
score

1%

2%

13%

43%

38%

3%

4.2

1%

2%

11%

49%

35%

3%

4.2

1%

4%

15%

47%

29%

3%

4.0

1%

4%

17%

47%

28%

3%

4.0

2%

6%

18%

39%

31%

4%

4.0

2%

4%

20%

45%

26%

3%

3.9

1%

5%

15%

50%

24%

3%

3.9

3%

9%

32%

33%

18%

5%

3.6

Table 10: Agreement that City of Newcastle's cultural facilities promote culture

How strongly do you agree or disagree that City of Newcastle's Civic Theatre, Art Gallery,
Libraries and Museum facilities play a primary role in the development and promotion of
culture in Newcastle?
Strongly disagree

1%

Disagree

5%

Neither agree or disagree

14%

Agree

41%

Strongly agree

36%

Don't know

3%

Mean score

4.1

Table 11: Potential limitations to participating cultural offerings

Statements
Much of the city's cultural offerings are out of reach for me, due to cost.
Much of the city's cultural offerings are out of reach for me, due to
accessibility limitations
Much of the city's cultural offerings are out of reach for me, due to lack
of knowledge of what's available
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know

18%

66%

16%
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74%

9%

37%

52%

11%
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Safety in the Newcastle LGA
3.2.1 Overall perceptions of safety
Participants were asked how safe they think Newcastle is in comparison with other areas
and what they think are the top two community safety issues facing Newcastle. The results
shown in Table 11 and Table 12 indicate that:
• Six in ten participants (60%) stated that overall they felt Newcastle LGA was As safe
as Australian cities of a similar size and population
• The two community safety issues nominated by the highest proportion of
respondents were Domestic violence (18%) and Alcohol (anti-social behaviour and
violence) (10%).
Table 12: Overall safety in Newcastle LGA

Overall, do you think the Newcastle Local Government Area (LGA) is more safe, as safe or less
safe than Australian cities of a similar size and population?
More safe

14%

As safe

60%

Less safe

11%

Don't Know

15%

Table 13: Top two community safety issues in Newcastle LGA

Top two safety issues in Newcastle LGA
Domestic violence

18%

Alcohol (anti-social behaviour and violence)

10%

Drugs

9%

Theft

9%

Vehicle/traffic/road related

8%

Built environment

6%

Night time safety

4%

General/street violence

4%

Feeling of safety on streets

4%

Misc.

5%

Vandalism & graffiti

3%

Cycling safety

3%

Assault (incl. sexual)

3%

Unsure

2%

Cyber crime

2%

Anti-social behaviour

2%

Mental health/Youth crime

2%

Public transport

1%

Lack of police

1%

General crime

1%

Homelessness

1%

Violence towards women

1%

Fraud and corruption

1%

Note: The safety issues nominated have been combined into one table.
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3.2.2 Perceptions of safety at specific locations
Participants were asked about their perception of safety in various locations. The results
shown in Table 14 indicate that:
• On balance, respondents indicated that they feel safest at the various locations
presented during the day and feel less safe in the evening
• Participants feel the least safe in your neighbourhood parks in the evening (Mean
score 2.6).
Table 14: Perceptions of safety in various locations

Not safe
at all

Slightly
safe

In your own home
In your local street during
the day

1%

1%

0%

At beaches during the day
In your
neighbourhood during the
day
At public events during the
day
In the city centre during the
day
In your neighbourhood
parks during the day
On public transport during
the day
In your local street in the
evening
At public events in the
evening
In your neighbourhood in
the evening
In the city centre in the
evening
On public transport in the
evening

Location

At beaches in the evening
In your neighbourhood
parks in the evening

Moderately safe

Very
safe

Totally
safe

Don't
know

Mean
score

13%

53%

33%

0%

4.2

2%

12%

51%

34%

0%

4.2

0%

2%

14%

49%

32%

3%

4.2

0%

2%

15%

51%

31%

0%

4.1

0%

2%

16%

52%

27%

2%

4.1

1%

3%

20%

49%

25%

2%

4.0

1%

4%

22%

46%

25%

1%

3.9

2%

5%

23%

42%

18%

11%

3.8

4%

9%

36%

35%

15%

1%

3.5

4%

15%

31%

35%

12%

4%

3.4

5%

12%

37%

34%

11%

1%

3.3

12%

26%

36%

18%

4%

4%

2.8

14%

23%

29%

15%

4%

16%

2.7

15%

25%

28%

16%

5%

12%

2.7

21%

24%

30%

15%

5%

4%

2.6

3.2.3 City of Newcastle community safety programs/services
Participants were asked about their awareness of current community safety programs and
services that City of Newcastle delivers. Those that were aware of them were asked how
much they felt they have improved community safety in the Newcastle LGA. The results
shown in Table 15 and Table 16 indicate that:
• The community safety program/service that the highest proportion of participants
(87%) were aware of was Alcohol free zones and alcohol prohibited areas.
Participants were least aware of the Homeless Persons Working Group (14%)
• The program/service nominated as the most effective by the highest proportion of
those who were aware of them (70%) was Strong partnerships with community
organisations and local police to deliver programs
City of Newcastle December 2018 Quarterly Community Survey Report
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•

A relatively high proportion of participants felt that they could not rate the
effectiveness of the programs, i.e. answered Don't know. This is particularly evident
for the Street safe Night Time outreach service (50% responded don't know) and the
Homeless Persons Working Group (45% responded don't know).

Table 15: Awareness of City of Newcastle safety programs/services

Programs/services

% Yes

Alcohol Free Zones and Alcohol Prohibited Areas

87%

Rapid removal of unauthorised graffiti and official street art programs

46%

Community events to encourage organised activation of public spaces
Strong partnerships with community organisations and local police to
deliver programs

44%

Licensed Premises Reference Group

30%

Community place making grants
The use of crime prevention through environmental design principles in
all design, planning and management of public spaces
Street Safe Night Time outreach service on Saturday nights in the CBD
and Hamilton

27%

Walk Smart Safe walking routes

19%

Homeless Persons Working Group

14%

33%

25%
19%

Table 16: Effectiveness of City of Newcastle's crime prevention programs

Slightly

Moderately

1%

9%

34%

36%

19%

8%

17%

28%

32%

15%

9%

18%

24%

31%

19%

4%

17%

34%

24%

21%

19%

17%

25%

21%

17%

2%

20%

35%

19%

25%

Community place making grants (n=227)

8%

18%

25%

15%

34%

Homeless Persons Working Group (n=116)
Street Safe Night Time outreach service on
Saturday nights in the CBD and Hamilton
(n=158)

4%

13%

22%

15%

45%

3%

16%

21%

10%

50%

13%

18%

25%

7%

37%

Program/service
Strong partnerships with community
organisations and local police to deliver
programs (n=255)
Alcohol Free Zones and Alcohol Prohibited
Areas (n=688)
Licensed Premises Reference
Group (n=237)
Community events to encourage organised
activation of public spaces (n=353)
Rapid removal of unauthorised graffiti and
official street art programs (n=365)
Crime prevention through environmental
design principles in all design, planning and
management of public spaces (n=192)

Walk Smart Safe walking routes (n=145)

Not at
all
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Housing and community
3.3.1 Housing
Respondents were asked about their housing needs over the next five years. If they
indicated that their needs would change in the next five years, they were asked where they
thought they would move to. As shown in Table 17 and Table 18:
• Approximately two-thirds of participants (66%) indicated that they did not expect to
change their housing needs in the next five years
• More than half (54%) of those who stated that they did feel that their housing needs
would change, indicated that they would move within the Newcastle LGA.
Table 17: Housing needs in next 5 years

Housing needs in next 5 years
Will need something bigger/more room

11%

Will need something smaller/less room

13%

Will need something easier to maintain

19%

Will need to be closer to health, education or other facilities

7%

Will need something less expensive (lower rent or mortgage)

6%

Don’t expect to change my housing needs in the next 5 years

66%

Don't Know

3%

Table 18: Where anticipate moving to

Where do you think you will move to (n=229)
In the Newcastle local government area

54%

In the Lower Hunter area (Lake Macquarie, Port Stephens, Cessnock, Maitland)

14%

In the Upper Hunter area (Aberdeen, Merriwa, Murrurundi, Scone, Upper Hunter Shire)

0%

Elsewhere in NSW

6%

Interstate or overseas

3%

Even though my housing needs may change, I don't anticipate moving

13%

Don't know

11%

3.3.2 Volunteering
Participants were asked about their involvement in volunteering in the community. If they
indicated that they did volunteer their time, they were asked where they undertook this work.
The results in Table 19 and Table 20 indicate that:
• Approximately four in ten respondents (43%) stated that they do not volunteer. Onefifth of respondents spend between one and three hours volunteering
• The highest proportion of those that indicated that they do undertake volunteering
work do so for Sporting clubs/groups (27%), Education and training (23%) and
Welfare, charity, church (23%).
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Table 19: Hours spent volunteering

How many hours of volunteering do you do each week?
Under 1 hour

14%

1-3 hours

20%

3-6 hours

11%

6+ hours

11%

I don’t volunteer

43%

Table 20: Where volunteer

Where do you volunteer (n=454)
Local events and festivals

11%

Cultural/art activities

15%

Education and training (e.g. reading to students, canteen)

23%

Environmental activities (e.g. Clean Up Australia Day, tree planting, community garden)

19%

Sporting clubs/groups

27%

Welfare, charity, church

23%

Service clubs (e.g. Lions Club, Rotary Club)

3%

Registered clubs (e.g. RSL)

3%

City of Newcastle volunteer program (e.g. New Crew, environmental project volunteer)

1%

Other
Note: The totals add to more than 100% as participants could provide more than one response.

32%

Those that selected 'other' could provide an open-ended response, 140 responses were
provided. Many of the responses provided were very similar to the pre-coded responses
provided; therefore, these responses have been recoded and are provided in Appendix II
Verbatim Comments.

3.3.3 Community
Participants were asked a series of questions about life in their community; the positive
aspects, the challenges they face, why they choose to live there and how connected they
feel. The responses in Table 21 and Table 22 indicate that:
• Approximately six in ten respondents (61%) indicated that the top challenge they face
to participating more in community life was Work or other commitments/lack of time
• The highest proportion of 'other' challenges nominated was Caring responsibilities
(20%).
Table 21: Challenges to participate in community life

Top three challenges to participate more in community life
Work or other commitments/lack of time
Lack of information of available services/activities in my local community
Cost
Lack of personal motivation
Health problems/disability
Frequency of activities (not frequent enough or too frequent)
Elderly
City of Newcastle December 2018 Quarterly Community Survey Report
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Lack of transport
Limited facilities in Newcastle
Weather/wrong season
Other
Don't know

9%
9%
3%
16%
5%

Note: The totals add to more than 100% as participants could provide more than one response.

Those who provided an 'other' response could indicate what that other challenge was.
These responses have been coded into like themes and are provided in Table 22 below. A
full accounting of these 'other' responses is provided in Appendix II Verbatim Comments.
Table 22: Other challenge to participating in community life

Challenge

%

Caring responsibilities

20%

Misc.

18%

Too busy

18%

Lack of parking

16%

Lack of interest

11%

No challenges

6%

Cycling infrastructure

4%

Lack of information to know what's available

3%

Supercars

3%

Respondents were asked to indicate the reasons they chose to live in their suburb and what
the most positive aspects of their community were. The responses in Table 23 and Figure 1
indicate that:
• Approximately, three-quarters of respondents (74%) stated that Convenient location
was why they chose to live in their suburb followed by Lifestyle (54%)
• The most positive aspect of their community identified by participants was Sense of
belonging/community (26%), followed by Close to everything we need/location
(19%).
Table 23: Why did you choose to live in your suburb

Why did you choose to live in your suburb
Convenient location

74%

Lifestyle

54%

Parks and other open spaces

39%

Housing affordability

38%

Local shops and markets

37%

Natural environment (e.g. beaches, harbour/foreshore)

33%

Family friendly

31%

Access to public transport

30%

Community facilities (e.g. libraries, pools, community halls)

25%

Sense of community

24%

Schools or other educational facilities

23%
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Low crime rate

18%

Local street scape and street events/fairs

13%

Local hotels and clubs

11%

Sport and recreation facilities and infrastructure

10%

Local places of employment and industries/availability of jobs

10%

Local sporting groups

6%

Local church and church groups

4%

Other
Don't know
Note: The totals add to more than 100% as participants could provide more than one response.

11%
1%

There were 88 'other' responses provided, these can be found in Appendix II Verbatim
Comments.
Participants could provide and open-ended response to the question 'what is the most
positive aspect of your community?'. These have been coded into like themes provided in
Figure 1. A complete list of these verbatim responses is provided in Appendix II Verbatim
Comments.
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Figure 1: Most positive aspects of your community

Most positive aspect of your community
Sense of belonging/community
Close to everything we need/location
Neighbours
Ocean/harbour/beach
Physical/natural environment
Local businesses/services
Parks
Quiet
Walkability
Safety
Like minded people in area
Transport
Misc
Diversity
Villiage atmosphere
Relaxed attitude
Cycling infrastructure
Ability to travel to local activities easily
Heritage
Family friendly
No overdevelopment
City is changing for the better
Not too much traffic
Space
Library
Affordability

26%
19%
17%
11%
9%
7%
6%
6%
6%
5%
4%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
2%
2%
2%
2%
1%
1%
1%
1%
0%

5%
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20%

25%

30%

Respondents were asked how welcomed and connected they feel they are with their local
community. If they stated that they did not feel welcomed or connected they were asked
why they feel that way. The three main challenges faced by participants in their community
were also canvassed. Principle observations from Table 24 Table 25 and Table 26 indicate
that:
• The mean score of 4.1 indicates that, on balance, participants feel welcomed and
connected to their community
• The top three challenges faced by participants in their community were Access to
public transport (31%), Community safety/security (21%) and Housing affordability
(18%).
Table 24: How welcomed/connected do you feel with your local community

How welcomed/connected do you feel in your community
Strongly unwelcomed, disconnected
Somewhat unwelcomed, disconnected

1%
4%

Neither

15%

Somewhat welcomed, connected

43%

Strongly welcomed, connected

35%

Don't know

2%

Mean score

4.1

There were 31 people who indicated that that they were either strongly or somewhat
disconnected to their community. The reasons they gave for feeling that way can be found
in Appendix II Verbatim Comments.
Table 25: Challenges faced in local community

Challenges faced in community
Access to public transport

31%

Community safety/security

21%

Affordable housing

18%

Employment/job security

15%

Opportunities to be involved

13%

Mobility/overall accessibility

11%

Access to recreation facilities and open spaces (e.g. parks)

10%

Access to a GP/doctor

10%

Access to health services

8%

Access to community facilities/services

7%

Access to respite care/aged care

4%

Access to training and education facilities

3%

Access to youth services

2%

Access to childcare services

1%

Other

23%

Don’t know
Note: The totals add to more than 100% as participants could provide more than one response.

17%
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A total of 200 'other' responses were provided. These have been grouped into like themes
and are provided below. A complete list of these verbatim responses can be found in
Appendix II Verbatim Comments.
Table 26: Challenges faced in community - other

Challenge

%

No challenges

27%

Misc.

23%

Parking

13%

Supercars

9%

Traffic

9%

Access to services/shops

7%

Changes to transport routes

5%

Lack of cycleways

5%

Overdevelopment

5%

Cost of living

3%

Lack of safety

2%

3.3.4 Lived experience of disability
Respondents were asked if they have lived experience with disabilities or caring
responsibility for a person living with disabilities. Those that indicated that they had, were
then asked to identify the type of disability experienced in general terms. Principle
observations from Figure 2 and Figure 3 include:
• Almost seven in ten respondents (68%) indicated that they did not have a lived
experience with disabilities or caring responsibility for a person living with disabilities
• For those who did (32%), the type of disability experienced by the highest proportion
was Physical/mobility (70%).

Figure 2: Lived experience with disabilities
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Figure 3: Type of disability experienced

Participants had the opportunity to provide an open response to the question 'please provide
any other comment regarding how we can improve our facilities and services'. Due to the
disparate nature of these comments and the fact that many of them refer to issues that are
beyond the scope of City of Newcastle's purview, e.g. provision of public transport , they
have not been coded and are provided in Appendix II Verbatim Comments.

Demographics
The tables below show the demographic breakdown of the survey sample.

Figure 4: Gender
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Table 27: Age range

Age range
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65-69
70-74
75+
Prefer not to answer

1%
3%
3%
7%
9%
10%
9%
9%
13%
14%
11%
8%
3%

Figure 5: Ward

50%
45%

44%

40%
35%
30%
24%

25%

21%

20%
15%

12%

10%
5%
0%
Ward 1

Ward 2

Ward 3

Ward 4

Note: Data was weighted so that each ward's results are equally represented (25% per ward).
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Appendix I Questionnaire
Introduction:
Welcome to City of Newcastle's community survey program. We go out to the community
with a unique survey every three months to seek feedback on a range of City initiatives,
facilities and services. The results from this survey will help inform decision making now and
in the future. The survey will take approximately 10 minutes to complete.

Q As an audience member or attendee, have you been to any of these cultural activities in
the past 12 months in Newcastle?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Art galleries
Cinemas
Classical music concerts, musicals and opera
Dance performances
Festival or cultural event
Literary events
Museums
Live music performances (other than Classical)
Theatre performances

Y/N for each one
If no to any items ask
Q Are you aware of what options are available in Newcastle to attend this type of activity
Y/N
Q Please indicate if you find out about what cultural events, activities and opportunities there
are in Newcastle from any of the following sources? Select all that apply.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Print media
Posters or flyers
City News (formerly Council News) delivered to letterboxes across the Newcastle
LGA
Radio
Calendar of events on City of Newcastle website
Electronic newsletters generated by Council (if selected - which one/s)
Event websites
Visit Newcastle website
City of Newcastle social media (facebook, Instagram, twitter)
Other social media (facebook, Instagram, twitter)
Word of mouth
None of the above
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Q: I access cultural activities: (select all that apply)
•
•
•
•
•
•

In Newcastle
In Maitland or Lake Macquarie, Central Coast or Upper Hunter
In Sydney
Interstate
Internationally
N/A

Q. Do you undertake any of these creative activities (i.e. as creator, maker or performer)?
Select all that apply
•
•
•
•
•
•

Craft
Visual arts
Writing
Theatre
Dance
Music

(If options were selected above)
Q. Please let us know where and how you undertake these activities. Select all that apply
•
•
•
•
•

In my own home
With friends
In public spaces, for example the Gallery
As part of an informal or formal group
As part of an informal or formal program of study

Q. To what extent do you agree or disagree that the provision of cultural events and
activities has a positive impact on the following:
•
•
•
•

Fostering a creative community to live in
Increasing awareness of Newcastle's identity and telling local stories
Bringing customers to local businesses
Bringing audiences to City of Newcastle cultural institutions, such as Civic Theatre,
Newcastle Art Gallery, Libraries or Newcastle Museum
• Being an important part of the local economy
• Being a drawcard for visitors to Newcastle
• The perception of Newcastle as a creative and cultural city
• Attracting new people to come to live in Newcastle
Strongly disagree, disagree, neither agree or disagree, agree, strongly agree, D/K.
Q How strongly do you agree or disagree that City of Newcastle's Civic Theatre, Art Gallery,
Libraries and Museum facilities play a primary role in the development and promotion of
culture in Newcastle.
Strongly disagree, disagree, neither agree or disagree, agree, strongly agree, D/K.
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Q. Please indicate if you think the following statements are true or false
T/F: Much of the city's cultural offerings are out of reach for me, due to cost.
T/F: Much of the city's cultural offerings are out of reach for me, due to accessibility
limitations
T/F: Much of the city's cultural offerings are out of reach for me, due to lack of knowledge of
what's available

We are now going to ask some questions about safety in the Newcastle LGA.
Q. Overall, do you think the Newcastle Local Government Area (LGA) is more safe, as safe
or less safe than Australian cities of a similar size and population?
# More safe
# As safe
#Less safe
#DK

Q. What do you think are the top two community safety issues (e.g. domestic violence,
cyber-crime, motor vehicle theft) in the Newcastle LGA? [Open ended response].
# Issue 1
# Issue 2
# DK
Q. How safe do you feel in each of the following locations?

Aspects
In your own
home
In your local
street during the
day
In your local
street in the
evening
In your
neighbourhood
during the day
In your
neighbourhood
in the evening
In your
neighbourhood

Not safe
at all

Slightly
safe

Moderately
safe

Very
safe

Totally safe

Don’t
know
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parks during the
day
In your
neighbourhood
parks in the
evening
In the city centre
during the day
In the city centre
in the evening
On public
transport during
the day
On public
transport in the
evening
At public events
during the day
At public events
in the evening
At beach during
the day
At beaches in
the evening













































































































Q. Are you aware of any of the following current community safety programs and services
that City of Newcastle delivers?
# Street Safe Night Time outreach service on Saturday nights in the CBD and Hamilton
# The use of Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design principles in all design,
planning and management of public spaces
# Walk Smart Safe walking routes
# Community Place Making grants
# Community events to encourage legitimate activation of public spaces
# Alcohol Free Zones and Alcohol Prohibited Areas
# Rapid removal of unauthorised graffiti and official Street Art programs
# Strong partnerships with community organisations and local police to deliver programs
# Licensed Premises Reference Group
# Homeless Persons Working Group
Y/N
For each service or program participants indicate they are aware of, ask the following:
Q How much do you think XXX has improved community safety in the Newcastle LGA?
# Not at all
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# Slightly
# Moderately
# A lot
# DK

We are now going to ask some questions about housing and community.
Q. In which way will your housing needs change in the next 5 years? Please select all that
apply.
# Will need something bigger/more room
# Will need something smaller/less room
# Will need something easier to maintain
# Will need to be closer to health, education or other facilities
# Will need something less expensive (lower rent or mortgage)
# Don’t expect to change my housing needs in the next 5 years
# D/K
If stated housing needs will change ask
Q. Where do you think you are most likely to move? Please select one response only.
# In the Newcastle local government area
# In the Lower Hunter area (Lake Macquarie, Port Stephens, Cessnock, Maitland)
# In the Upper Hunter area (Aberdeen, Merriwa, Murrurundi, Scone, Upper Hunter Shire)
# Elsewhere in NSW
# Interstate or overseas
# D/K
# Even though my housing needs may change, I don't anticipate moving
Q. How many hours of volunteering to you currently do each week? Please select one
response only.
# Under 1 hour
# 1-3 hours
# 3-6 hours
# 6+ hours
# I don’t volunteer
If volunteers to some degree ask:
Q. What are the areas where you volunteer your time?
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Please select all that apply.
# Local events and festivals
# Cultural/art activities
# Education and training (e.g. reading to students, canteen)
# Environmental activities (e.g. Clean Up Australia Day, tree planting,
community garden)
# Sporting clubs/groups
# Welfare, charity, church
# Service clubs (e.g. Lions Club, Rotary Club)
# Registered clubs (e.g. RSL)
# City of Newcastle (e.g. New Crew, environmental project volunteer)
# Other, please specify ___________________________________
Q. What top 3 challenges affect your ability to participate more in community life?
Please select up to 3 responses.
# Cost
# Elderly
# Frequency of activities (not frequent enough or too frequent)
# Health problems/disability
# Lack of information of available services/activities in my local community
# Lack of personal motivation
# Lack of transport
# Limited facilities in Newcastle
# Weather/wrong season
# Work or other commitments/lack of time
# Other, please specify ___________________________________
Q12. Why did you choose to live in your suburb? Please select all that apply.
# Community facilities (e.g. libraries, pools, community halls)
# Convenient location
# Family friendly
# Housing affordability
# Lifestyle
# Local church and church groups
# Local hotels and clubs
# Local places of employment and industries/availability of jobs
# Local shops and markets
# Local sporting groups
# Local street scape and street events/fairs
# Low crime rate
# Natural environment (e.g. beaches, harbour/foreshore)
# Parks and other open spaces
# Sense of community
# Sport & recreation facilities & infrastructure
# Schools or other educational facilities
# Access to public transport
# Other, please specify ___________________________________
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Q. What is the most positive aspect of your community? This could be a place, person
or general feeling or character. Please be as specific as possible. (open ended)
D/K
Q. In general, do you feel welcomed and connected with your local community?
Please select one response only.
1
Strongly
unwelcomed,
disconnected

2
Somewhat
unwelcomed,
disconnected

3
Neither

4
Somewhat
welcomed,
connected

5
Strongly
welcomed,
connected

6
Don’t know

If stated strongly or somewhat unwelcomed disconnected ask:
Q. Please explain why you do not feel welcomed or connected with your local
community? Please be as specific as possible. (open ended)
Q. What are the 3 main challenges for you and your family in your community?
Please select up to 3 responses
# Access to training and education facilities
# Access to a GP/doctor
# Access to childcare services
# Access to community facilities/services
# Access to health services
# Access to public transport
# Access to recreation facilities and open spaces (e.g. parks)
# Access to respite care/aged care
# Access to youth services
# Affordable housing
# Community safety/security
# Employment/job security
# Mobility/overall accessibility
# Opportunities to be involved
# Other, please specify ___________________________________
# Don’t know

The following question can help the City of Newcastle understand the types of needs
members of the community with lived experience of disability have.
Q. Do you have lived experience with disabilities or caring responsibility for a person living
with disabilities Y / N
If yes
Q. Please identify the type of disability you are someone you have caring responsibilities for
experience in general terms. (Check all that apply)
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# Communication (Sight, Speech, Hearing)
# Learning, Behavioural or Psychiatric
# Physical/Mobility
# Prefer not to answer
Q Please provide any other comment regarding how we can improve our facilities and
services. [Open ended response]

Q What is your gender?
Male
Female
Transgender/Intersex/Other

Q What is your age?
16-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65-69
70-74
75+
Q Where do you live?
Newcastle
Hunter
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NSW
Other

If live in Newcastle
Q Which of the four Newcastle LGA wards do you live in?
Ward 1: Carrington, Cooks Hill, Bar Beach, Fern Bay, Islington, Kooragang, Maryville,
Mayfield, Mayfield East, Mayfield West, Newcastle, Newcastle East, Newcastle West,
Stockton, The Hill, Tighes Hill, Warabrook, Wickham
Ward 2: Adamstown, Adamstown Heights, Broadmeadow, Hamilton, Hamilton East,
Hamilton North, Hamilton South, Merewether, Merewether Heights, The Junction
Ward 3: Georgetown, Jesmond, Kotara, Lambton, New Lambton, New Lambton Heights,
North Lambton, Waratah, Waratah West
Ward 4: Beresfield, Birmingham Gardens, Blackhill, Lenaghan, Callaghan, Elermore Vale,
Fletcher, Hexham, Maryland, Minmi, Rankin Park, Sandgate, Shortland, Tarro, Wallsend
Other
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Appendix II Verbatim Comments
All verbatim responses are provided in Tables 28-35. Responses have not been edited in
any way apart from profanities or naming of individuals (either Council staff or members of
the public).
Table 28: Where undertake creative activities - other

Where undertake activities as creator - other
A business
paid
Performing as a musician
My own theatre, personal workshop
Roost Creative (co-working space)
Letters to newspapers and government ministers, and articles for publication in newspapers and
magazines
church
Pubs, bars
Community Halls, Nursing Homes and Clubs
In small independent venues
Rehearsal Studio - RTN Mayfield West
online
Work
Studio practice and exhibition at independent galleries
FEAST club, Newcastle Uni
In an art studio
Profession
community halls
Out and about
The Las O'Gowrie Hotel, The Station Hotel, The Croatian Bowls Club Wickham
When booked for gig
Hotels and clubs
At The Creator Incubator where I have a studio
Dance group
Instagram
Incubators and renew Newcastle
Paid workshop
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Table 29: Other place volunteer

Other place volunteer
Welfare, charity, church
environmental activities
informal
education and training
cultural/art activities
health related
other
sporting clubs/groups
family support
committees/advisory groups
no answer
resident/business group
social justice/advocacy projects
don't volunteer
political
workplace
blood donation
City of Newcastle volunteer
justice of the peace
local events and festivals
overseas
playgroup
police
unclear
work placement

%
24%
8%
8%
7%
6%
6%
6%
6%
5%
4%
4%
4%
3%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%

Table 30: Other challenges to participating more in community life

Challenges in community life - Other
Transport
Poor roads and access
Parking in cbd impossible for older people especially
No Parking available
Anxiety/mental health issues
Cost of parking in Newcastle
Single parent with young children and two jobs
Having someone judge what defines participation in community life as simply volunteering
Awareness
I don't have any reasons that stop me from participating in volunteering other than I run out of time.
I have recently retired and I am concentrating on re-arranging my own life.
I am my husbands career, a full time job. He has multiple health issues. We go out to a post polio
group, acquired brain injury group, Carers action network, I go to a cake decorating group. All held in
community facilities, clubs. Our activities governed by these factors
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caring for grandchildren
lack of spare time
Parking issues
Insufficient community interest in what I have to offer
Child care responsibilities
Unsafe riding on roads
To many employees working in Newcastle parking in the streets areas limiting visitors to access our
beautiful beaches etc.
Inability to get to city activities due to lack of parking and flexible public transport options
not interested in many arty and musical things
Lack of parking near venues
People
Volunteer work at UON
not prepared to make a definite commitment at this time
frequent lengthy travel
Helping my grown up children and grandchildren as well as ageing parents in my spare time
financial counselling groups make it difficult to assist them
Not enough time
not interested
I participate enough
Carer commitments
Lack of cycling infrastructure - as city grows much needed otherwise car dependency chokes the city.
Time
Not enough events in suburbs
Shift worker I cannot regularly commit
Other Commitments.
None
suitability of options.
Child with a disability
Not yet found the project/organisation that interests me to volunteer my time.
would become over committed
Family commitments
Lack of belief in CoN
Cycle Safe Network to enjoy getting places please
Lack of parking. No parking......not interested in going into city events.
The maritime museum where I did volunteer has closed down. This museum needs to be reopened
in its own right, not just a tacky little add on to the current local history museum.
Come on NCC give Newcastle back it’s Maritime Museum.
Lack of personal time due to being married to a difficult man
poor integrated public transport to provide maximum flexibility for travel to events
Lack of parking for elderly people who cannot walk very far but do not qualify for a Disabled Parking
Sticker. i.e. can walk for more than 100 metres.
Cycling in town is very dangerous. I suffered a broken leg after being hit while riding my pushbike.
Scared to ride in town, but bus service is late or doesn't arrive. It's disgusting.
Have young kids who take up remaining free time
No activities that would be stimulating
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Insult. I did 48 years of volunteering and not a friend did I make not a benefit did I achieve and I
often got ridiculed by the paid workers . these "you can't " rules, over regulated more like slaves or
probation than respected.
My life is quite full & I appreciate my 'home' time
Parking. Please separate 'Health problem' and 'Disability' - No need to frame disability as a health
problem (ableist).
Lack of parking in the CBD for cars and especially not enough motorcycle parking areas.
lack of parking in CBD, disjointed public transport that is slow
Having young children
Away from home irregularly so cannot make a regular commitment
desire to have flexibility and not have fixed commitments
Young family
I am fulltime carer for aged parents + work = no time
Parking limitations in and around the CBD
Lack of city parking, particularly for motorcycles
None of above
swimming baths inaccessible due to supercars for any part of year is totally unacceptable to me as a
rate payer
Don’t know many people. Social circles in Newcastle are fairly impervious.
I don't believe you need to don a volunteer shirt to be a part of your community
Family Carer
Certain times of the year, access is blocked by supercars needs
Both my wife and I are shift workers
Too busy with family & own activities.
Parking issues in town centre
Frequently, they are not run in a democratic consensus manner, eg someone with an autocratic ego
can deter others from participating.
No challenges to participating in community life. I can and do participate as much as I want.
Lack of Parking in the CBD
Not interested
Not that interested
Imposition of the Super cars Event on the CoN
Access to beaches
Destruction of Parks and Environment
difficulty of manoeuvring cluttered streets and avoiding fast cars and finding nearby public transport
Have other interests e.g. U3A
not interested
Difficult to find what is on in Newcastle.
limited parking
No desire
Need for a police check with some volunteering
Time
Lack of awareness
Have to leave Newcastle when Super cars take over for 10 weeks each year. Other events are
cancelled anyway.
commuting distance
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fully committed
Exhaustion.
Lots of travel, both overseas and interstate.
I would like to volunteer but don’t know how to find out options
When the wind blows I have to go kite surfing
Supporting elderly parents as well as children through childminding and taxiing to and from
activities.
Time
Problems with parking there isn’t any left
No big dance floors with live bands.
The types of activities that are offered do not reflect my interests.
Small children
prefer to not say
family commitments
Full time work + Full time carer
No challenges
i am caring for my father
Involved in other actives involving family.
Lack out safe cycle routes
Business
Some activities are not suitable for children and I can’t always find someone to mind them
I am happy with my amount of community participation
Kids, time
Too many competing volunteer priorities!
Other activities and commitments
Very interested in mentoring programs, however a large number of services are linked to the church.
no interest in that
Very busy lifestyle
Spending time with aging parents
Lack of parking at venues and public transport is not an option
No problems with participation
Family commitments
Lack of interest [in community life] & to busy doing my own interests!
Work & look after my grandkids
To get to town I have to get off the train and get on buses. It is tiring ang buses and light rail are
much more difficult as I get older..There is also little parking so I rarely go to town now. I used to go
every week.
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Table 31: Why live in suburb - other response

Why live in your suburb - Other
Raised in suburb
Born in suburb. Have lived in other areas, worked in a lot of places, just keep coming back to my
birthplace.
aged care community
close to previous house and the CBD
Was originally access to public transport but that has changed somewhat now
Lived here all my life
It had lots of trees (sadly less so now)
I have lived in the same house all my life. After 66 years I have no interest in changing.
Originally very affordable housing/ not now and very few units also not now.
it was my grandparents home then it was my mothers now its mine. I have just always been here.
I like living in this welcoming long-established neighbourhood with its many period buildings
We now live in a "village" that accepted us. It's near our previous home so dentists, doctors know us
from before.
Being able to walk easily to local amenities
Great neighbours
Was quite untill traffic decided to use minmi road and not the link road the link road is supposedly for
traffic into newcastle and should be encouraged to be used
on a ridge in Newcastle with northerly aspect and views.
My family bought here in the 60’s
It used to be because the city was such a beautiful place to live BUT NOT ANY MORE
Able to walk to most places and services close by.
New housing estate at Fletcher allowed us to build a new house and downsize
it was available and affordable at the time
Close to family
born and raised in present abode
Access to safe bike routes
It was the cheapest place to buy at the time
Family home.
Sense of community
House had the parking we needed
distance to beach
Close to friends
Close to family.
higher socio economic area so less problems with hoons and roaming youth
Close to elderly parents
Prestigious suburb
Close to the arts venues - near Civic Theatre, The Conservatorium, Town Hall for concerts
We chose Tighes Hill for its diversity with affordable student housing, aged residents, families & public
housing & lots of musicians. increased housing density , investor developer buyers ,& absurdly high
prices mean people on average to low incomes can no longer afford to buy in the area.
To help family
not on main road
Only place available when needed.
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Traditionally it was streetscape but Council is allowing terrible mutations of streetscapes through
approving garish housing developments in my suburb Merewether
Government housing.
It was the only place we could rent within our budget
Community housing decides or you go without housing.
I just love the home
I have lived most of my life in my suburb and I love the lifestyle. I have lived in Sydney, but this is
where I want to be.
There are no hills.
Closer to relatives
proximity to my work place
would not need to own a car.
grew up in the area
Historical qualities of housing and neighbourhood character
Good cycle routes.
Parents bought me the house
live near friends
Quieter than city & walking distance to large shopping centre without having to drive.
Moved back from overseas, parents had retired here so I had no choice
it is a privilege to have the stewardship of an historic building as our home
close to other family in case of epilepsy seizure's whilst having a young child to take care of.
Close to my family
Small medium density property, apartment layout and location, flat walking area
Low level of chance of flooding
easy access to doctor, dentist and hospital
Central
Has changed with the imposition of Super Cars event since buying in Newcastle East. Have to leave
for 10 weeks (maybe for good) as a result.
lot size
Family closeness
Followed adult children to the area.
health services
Access to train station but that was ripped away.
Access to Sydney by train. The journey time now has increased dramatically which has caused
problems
I can ride safely to work at the John Hunter and Mater Hospitals and University
close to hospitals
Lots of trees
Have lived in my suburb for almost 77 years.
Family been here for close on 100 years.
Tighes hill has an excellent community atmosphere - I think largely due to the efforts of the tighes hill
community groups. Groups such as this should be given funding and council support to ensure
specific local issues are resolved.
I live in Lake Macquarie. I moved out of Newcastle.
My husband wanted to live here. I didn't care.
I moved into the CBD before the massive build and light rail development. No way I would move here
now. No parking for carers (I have a disability) or friends visiting, no cinema. Only positive is beach
and harbour!
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Near John Hunter Hospital
The access to public transportation has been seriously disrupted by super cars and the alleged
improvements to the inner city. The destruction of the rain access to the city centre and associates
disruption was disgraceful
Historical significance
Although the streetscape and parks have been ripped apart by stupidcars and the transport is now a
mess
I have moved because of Scott St disruption
I'm in lake mac
Grew up in this house.
Suitable house, land size, cost, garaging...
To live near my family

Table 32: Most positive aspects of your community

Most positive aspects of your community
close to friends
Community organisations such as volunteer centre make you feel welcome and go out of way to
help
I can walk down the street and be greeted by anyone with a smile and a 'Hello'
Beach
None
close to beach, good places to go for a walk and places to eat out
Near shops and the beach
Low crime compared to other parts of Newcastle
Community itself! Could not live anywhere else in Newcastle! Although lacking some updated
Sporting facilities, parks require better management in some areas. Council have some of its
priorities wrong
Family friendly
Family friendly
Peacefulness. Quiet. Friendliness. Easy walkability and a feeling of contentment.
People tend to be friendly and laidback
Within walking distance to shops, restaurants, parks and walkways.
Location - no more than 20 minutes to CBD, beaches, lake and close to a number of major shopping
centres. Close to medical facilities (JHH)
Support for each other
general feeling of character and convenience of location
Historic feel . Parks and trees.
Friendly neighbours
The beautiful environment
Proximity to public transport and shops
Diverse range of people, ages and views are able to mix together
Caring and managed care, Maroba at Waratah.
community spirit and support
historic character of buildings
We all try to keep our residences neat and tidy
Respect for each other and a sense of "looking out of one an other"
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Close to beach and city
Good neighbours
Character of the weatherboard houses. Most of which are being destroyed for development.
always something happening
I love the Harbor and the Beaches to walk around, do not know the local community all apartments
Ward 4 offers a continuing familial and community union
Nice established community with s relaxed feel
Quiet street and friendly, helpful neighbours
Natural beauty- Hunter River on one side and beaches on the other
Near my parents
born here ... travelled... not found anywhere else as good
The beach. A free activity that I enjoy.
The beaches and natural environment. Some great walking places next to ocean and harbour -costs
nothing and is great.
Close to facilities, yet private, quiet and safe.
Open spaces. Until recently, maintenance of traditional architecture homes. Now, increasingly
development approvals for ugly, cheap, characterless dwellings.
A general beneficence of our area. Individual houses, well maintained, good neighbours, no high
rise, quiet tree-lined Sts, well-used park/ community hall, close to beaches, shopping & transport
Local character
friendly neighbours
I love being near the harbour and the sense of community. People are very friendly in Newcastle.
I have lived in this area for over 30 years. Close to transport , JHH and easy access to Newcastle,
Kotara and Charlestown. No children at home now.
Friendliness - although the influx of rich baby boomers is putting an end to this in the inner city.
Historical homes and buildings.
Proximity to a wide variety of services, including supermarkets, public transport, medical
professionals, and recreation.
Glenrock
Lovely warm sense of community. Lots of children. Like minded people.
The sense of being part of a community. The lifestyle. Proximity to inner city/beach.
Good public transport.
friendly kind neighbours, quiet neighbourhood
Close to everything I need
Being able to surf at the beach all my mates surf at and that I've being surfing at for 40 years
People will help if needed
location
Nice community, park, central to everything and easy to get around
The Civic Theatre and civilised wine bars/restaurants
Out of town living although it is getting more urbanized
Home: shops and markets. Work:XXX.
Appreciation and access to a ocean lifestyle (silent sports).
The feeling of being part of a community.
Close to parks, beaches and shops
People support each other very well. E.g. looking after those that are permanently/temporarily
disabled. Assisting with home repairs if required and generally bring friendly without being intrusive.
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Location
The most positive aspect of my community is the people and the culture I fear much of this is at risk
with the current development agenda.
Cosmopolitan
The respect people have for their properties and neighbours
Our community is friendly and we all know each other and look after each others property
My ability to access things I need (e.g. restaurants, clubs, shops)
Central to facilities needed
Strong community and environmentally aware and concerned and active. Also being next to a beach
however major concerns with erosion that needs action
Strong community spirit. Low, slow traffic
Unique character of neighbourhood
local services, small business
inner city living
Light rail
My neighbours
Quiet neighbourhood. Well maintained.
very friendly people
way of life suits me
I like the mix of industrial and residential. Carrington is still a nice suburb to live in and on a good day
I can get a car space out the front of my house. There is not a lot of high density housing
Like minded people, family friendly spaces like parks and playgrounds
positive development and improvement in Newcastle
the walkability of Hamilton - I can access most things without a car
Community support for clean up days, etcetera
Environment
laid back beach lifestyle
Proximity to things such as coffee shops, food shops, cultural activities, flat walking ground.
Friendly, supportive, caring
Islington has a cosy village feel - the scale is small and friendly - there are no high rises (excluding
one block of affordable housing bedsits) which helps retain the character and human scale
fantastic lifestyle
The local community
Ease of transport
Stability
Friendly
I have grown up with all members of kids in my street that are now residents.
I felt at home the moment I first set foot here
Increasing number of trees and shrubs being planted in the street (some by council).
tress in area and parks, homes rather than units
Convenience to cultural and lifestyle facilities and public transport
Quiet leafy environment.
The roadway is nice and quiet and the people are quite too.
People in our village help us from time to time.
Can’t think of one
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Access to local shops and day care with easy walking distance
That there are caring people in my community
Islington park and the bike path into town, especially with the recent updates and renovation
around the park facilities.
openness of people
Wonderful, long term neighbours, friendly children.
friendly and helpful neighbours; schools and grocery stores within walking distance
Shared vision
Lifestyle
Central to beaches mountains lake and 5 minutes to free way
Proximity of Hunter River and Beach
The University of Newcastle
communication
There is a big sense of community and my neighbours are great.
People who love our neighbourhood
The General Community Spirit .
community togetherness and tolerance .
The local community is well served by Council amenities (library & parks) with an excellent small
shopping strip.
sense of community and knowing our neighbours
people are friendly
pleasant neighbours and close to shopping centres
General feeling of 'community' combined with relatively low number of 'social misfits'; eg,
community housing genuine 'bludgers'
access to facilities
Parnell Place Park next to Scratchley.
The great community of people who are banding together to fight overdevelopment, destruction of
public spaces and high rise
Sense of community
Have great neighbours that look out for each other
Currently that neighbours are generally quiet and keep themselves to themself
Location, close to major shopping centres, health services. Public transport was satisfactory until
NSW Gov sold off the bus services. Good standard of houses, pleasant people in the suburb.
school involvement
Good community and good environment
Convenient access to water environments and restaurants
It's not forced upon you.
Neighbours helping hand
The lovely people that form the community I live in
friendly and safe
Neighbourhood has 'warm' feeling about it and close to everything
Level area, handy to all facilities
A nice area to live in, safe and family friendly.
Good neighbours and access to shops, restaurants and beaches
proximity to the city, but cheaper
I have a violent drug affected neighbour. Others neighbours have come together to support each
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other against him. While police and rental tribunal have been useless, neighbours are great.
Friends
Friendly safe and convenient
historical precinct of city and cityscape
Trees and parks
Close to most services
The feeling of the area
Close to amenities
Sanctuary Estate at Fletcher is a nice peaceful area with like minded people who have come to a well
built Landcom estate.
Proximity to Lambton Park, Lambton shops, Waratah Shopping Village and Stockland Jesmond, as
well as to Newcastle and Charlestown.
value due to proximity to university
Lifestyle
Green spaces around, so doesn’t feel too much like living in a city. Close access to water (Harbour),
and to places where I frequent
How the community rally’s behind our locals, whether they’re here or overseas. e.g. surfing, local
artists, other sports.
Close to entertainment precincts whilst still being suburban and pretty quiet.
Proximity to amenities - recreation & sport facilities, gym, shopping, work and the airport, otherwise
I have little connection to the community, I have no family or friends in Newcastle.
I live near Merewether Beach and cycle regularly to our beautifully foreshore. The natural beauty of
our city and surrounds and the friendly people in my neighbourhood are the most positive aspects.
close to facilities and walking tracks
Having lived in the same house for 40 years, I know and get on well with most of our neighbours and
have family nearby.
Convenient & pleasant location
My local area is full of long time residents that are owner-occupiers. I feel the sense of community
and friendliness is being lost as investors buy up everything and treat renters like criminals.
friends
Vibrant, alive
Knowing my neighbours
Nice view
Community feeling,
Location is surrounded by trees. No through traffic. Walking distance to train, bus adn local shopping
centres. Get on well with all the neighbours
It is a relatively quiet, orderly and friendly suburb. NCC has decided that New Lambton will be a high
density corridor so this may change.
A relatively safe environment.
pride of place
Central location, close to all amenity
the live music scene
Open friendliness of neighbours.
We all tend to have lived here for a long time and know each other. It is easy to walk to shops and
we have access to a wonderful park which is brilliant for all the relatives who have small children.
Retains village atmosphere and has a good mix of resident ages
welcoming and warm
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Non threatening and open to nature
I live in a great community of friendly people, surrounded by lots of trees. Also the music community
in Newcastle are always friendly, helpful and positive.
Its close to Glenrock.
A safe place to live
Ability to live without needing a car - being walking distance from almost everything
none
Community spirit and support
Friendly neighbours
Mix of natural and built environment
Low rise heritage area
Friendly
Access to Transport
Mayfield park (soccer field)
environment
general community spirit
Quiet beautiful and friendly people
NICE SUBURB TO BE IN. NEED FOOTPATHS TO ASSIST RESIDENTS WHEN EXERCISING. POOR WALK
WAYS
Natural beauty without introduced plantings
comfort, security, easy access to city
convenience to access other areas in newcastle/lake mac/hunter valley. 30mins drive and could be
in so many places.
It is a house proud suburb, safer, and higher socio economic level of people and therefore good
capital growth in the real estate.
close to all facilities
I know most of the neighbours, they are friendly and helpful. The area is quieter compared to
previous residence.
The relaxed and friendly nature of Newcastle people.
The beachy feel... small town vibe yet lots to do... Friendly faces in the street.
A great neighbourhood where we all try to lookout for each other and lend a helping hand.
Everyone is friendly
Family orientated
Convenience to shops and health facilities.
Flat ground on which to walk
It’s next to Blackbutt reserve
Beautiful surrounds; civic active community members
I cant think of one single positive aspect however I'm not saying its all bad either, thankfully more
good people than bad.
I live in Lambton and even though it can be busy, I find the majority of residents to be happy and
friendly.
Relaxed atmosphere
Lovely people
location
there is a great community atmosphere in Lambton.
neighbours
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proximity to beaches, restaurants etc.
lose to family
Families
Location to services
Remaining large trees
It is safe
beaches
Bar Beach
Proximity to the city and beaches.
Henderson Park, used by all local families, and community groups.
Friendly area where people are considerate of others
Lambton park - great for meeting people, watching or playing sport, markets, walking with or
without dogs
trees before the councils have allowed them to be cut down we need more trees and wildlife
corridors
walking tracks/parks/ green space
generosity and working together when a tough event happens (eg storm / natural disaster)
Beaches, access to outdoor activities, access to restaurants bars and retail. Most activities are within
walking distance for me.
Quiet; pleasant neighbours; tidy street where people take care of their homes.
Where it is, close enough to the city, but still in a green space.
Sense of place
It has retained a village atmosphere but that is changing with high density housing so I'll add
Blackbutt Reserve.
Close to facilities that are important to me.
healthy lifestyle facilities: Merewether baths, beach, cycle track at Townson Oval, Lingard Hospital,
The Junction shops
Natural landscape
Walkability, beaches, friendly neighbourhood, big blocks.
Close to bars and city centre
Walking distance to beaches, shops, restaurants. I initiated the street residents to gather in the small
park on our street a few times a year, so we know each other and know who belongs on our street
location to beach
Newcastle East Residents Group
Genuinely friendly & open minded community members willing to support each other. Tighes hill
public school, community garden, islington park & mayfield pool
character of heritage zone
Range of ages from young children to elderly.
Beautiful neighbours
beaches, sporting fields, close to transport and close to shopping streets (Darby St and The Junction)
I love the accessibility of Adamstown to the rest of Newcastle & it's suburbs. It has great facilities &
transport elsewhere is easy.
friendly neighbours
hard to tell these days there is little community
close to most facilities - all within walking distance
atmosphere
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Feel totally safe
My neighbours.
Quiet location. Little passing traffic.
local zoning enforcement
The people and history/character
Location; close to Darby St & CBD for shops & services plus green space and close proximity to the
beach. Strzelecki lookout and bridge are also great. I walk more now that I live in this area.
People want to do no harm or scare other people. After explaining about the fake bike lanes, my
community realises they have been brainwashed by the fake bike lanes and they wonder why they
exist
We have lots of young families around us that play with our kids. We have a community and look out
for each other. There is less rentals and we look after our properties.
Easy pace of life,
Close to cbd
Convenient, close to everything
My next door neighbour
This particular part of our street has a friendly and safe atmosphere. Unfortunately where there are
a lot of renters living it there is definitely not the same feeling.
Hamilton east has it all for me
Ease of accessing other places in Newcastle.
Peaceful and attractive environment
relatively relaxed vibe
We are passionate for heritage to be maintained. We gather and communicate and support and
encourage each other. We want a safe and beautiful and aesthetically pleasing city and village.
Friendly people
Newcastle is a very liveable city. The beach, harbour, lake, shops and healthcare are only 10 to 20
minutes away for me. I love the convenience of living here. Also the pleasant climate.
Close to city and beaches but also have a country aspect.
The people. Salt of the earth these people. Most very helpful and happy to give or share. Things like
salt, sugar and any similar items are given freely.
Newcastle people
A sense of belonging
great neighbours
The Live Music Scene - Which is NOT supported by Council AT ALL! This was built by individuals
AGAINST the will of some Council representatives.
We know our neighbours....have conversations, look out for each other, love our community which
is tolerant and supportive.
Convenience and lack of pollution
for an able bodied person, it is convenient for them.. most things Within 2 kilometres.
Our street, we live in is a cul de sac. No through traffic.
Very central to transport, schools, shopping, sport and reasonably safe area
Central to all interests
Our community is mostly a friendly, supporting culture. It is reasonably quiet with very little high
density housing. We are close to the city, and had quite good public transport until recently
Cycle way/ foot way just outside my front gate
A sense of belonging, looking after each others interests
Getting the Curfew on the hotels... It needs to stay in place for my family and others in the area
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The people mix well and have similar interests in the environment and social activities.
Loving the market square lawn and the Newcastle station spaces.
The encouragement of community participation
I know my neighbours and know we can count on them to look after each other.
Mex club, Mayfield East Rugby and the friendships that go with them!
general feeling of acceptance and welcoming of all types of people
Beachside living
Diversity
Friendly
Convenient location
If I were unable to drive my car I would be able to walk to shops to fill my daily needs. The railway
can take me to Sydney. Buses can take me uptown.
The Merewether Ocean Baths. I swim laps there regularly and I also have a chat to other people
swimming laps.
The people
beach
Walk to beach shops
Good community solidarity and shared values in enjoying the natural environment
Safety and facilities mixed with open space parks etc.
Convenient location for family, friends and life style
Ready access to coastal beaches.
Convenience to facilities that I would use.
Nice neighbours.
A willingness of our community to engage in well thought out, well promoted and meaningful
activities.
friendly neighbourhood
General vibe of area
Friendships and access to Yoga Loft and tennis court. Living in a small apartment with a lovely view
of harbour and Stockton Beach lift my spirits every hour of the day.
easy access to all parts of Newcastle and facilities with the exception of Honeysuckle and Nobby's
beach and cbd which have been stolen from averages Novocastrians and no longer hold any appeal
we all hate supercars.
Sense of progress
mixing with retired people
General feeling. Forward thinking people for the most part.
Sense of belonging, culturally and socially diverse, good neighbours. Good transport, cycle way
nearby, great little cafes popping up, couple of good restaurants and pub with live music.
There is none, now
Our church
Character, community. These aspects are being compromised by increasing high density
developments with no additional green space.
A sense of belonging
Sense of community and strong involvement of locals in supporting and using our park and
community hall (Henderson Park Hall).
Convenient location too everything we require in retirement.
street trees enhancing streetscape and independent (safe to ride) cycleways
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Easy going but informed.
beaches and going to talk to the lifeguards most days at Dixon Park that make me feel welcome and
are friendly.
Sense of community
Quiet and bush land environment
heritage, environment and a great sense of community......all currently highly impacted by an
inappropriate event - Supercars.
up market, well off, safe, location, easy slow living
NOT CROWDED
multicultural
Neighbourhood character
Friendly and caring neighbourhood
Sense of community
Trees
Feeling of inclusiveness
The feeling of a close caring community even though Newcastle is a large city.
Friendly people
Lake Lifestyle
Nice place
Sense of belonging with neighbours and social links to local activities
Feeling of community - I know most of my neighbours on surrounding streets by their first name.
the PEOPLE who live here; it is individuals who create community
The unique location close to the city, parkland and harbour, small town feel and limited potential
for over-development
Local Community Group are focused and strive to improve community safety and local park activity.
City benefits without "big city" problems.
Sense of community, diversity, facilities.
Most neighbours are friendly and respectful.
Have a local shop with friendly staff and my area is very friendly and help each other
The ' village feel'
It is on the coast with access to beaches and the Lake
Good neighbours
Socioeconomic and cultural diversity
Beaches, bush land and not a congested city.
General feeling of the suburb
It is a good mix of families & retirees in a convenient & safe location.
Friendly neighbours who are also community-minded (look out for one another)
most things are accessible (except the city centre)
Family friendly
Community involvement in environmental concerns
We have a street party at Christmas. There is a nice set of neighbours.
Sense of community and heritage is values
me
People are friendly, helpful and honest.
low stress environment e.g. traffic
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Community atmosphere and alternative ways of living
Very handy to all amenities and shopping
Not crowded and open spaces
beaches
at time of purchase lower cost value
Friendly neighbours
Friendly likeminded people
Family friendly neighbourhood
Lots of friendly people in a quiet area
Semi rural, caring community.
family friendly and neighbourly
Quiet street, mostly considerate neighbours, and central to most services in distance, from my
suburb.
Close to everything. Beaches, city, transport
Nice places to go on walks with my dog along the water, go to the markets or hang out with friends.
Newcastle still has character and charm and isn’t too overcrowded.
friendly, quiet
Recent events like the time capsule in Lambton Park. A very good day.
Beautiful beaches.
Quiet and pleasant
Supportive, caring neighbourhood, good transport, access to parks and shops
Friendly neighbours - Always willing to help.
Family friendly
Like it
Strong and diverse community, beautiful beaches and the parks (before supercars), fantastic
community activities for the whole family (SLSC, music, local businesses etc.).
Outdoor activity level is high, as it has beautiful beaches and great weather.
Beaches and parks
I feel safe here
Friendly people. Schools close by.
neighbours are friendly
Friendly neighbourhood close to most things in Newcastle
Socioeconomic standing/positioning
The people are very caring & approachable.
Nil
Open spaces
Aesthetically pleasing, small town feel in main Street Wallsend
Generally quiet.
Location and growth
Friendly neighbours
Lovely ambience - walking & bike track - & sense of a caring community nearby
Convenient inner city location.
Proximity to everything & no need to rely on cars. Geographically it is like a country town within a
city.
The suburb of Carrington is a great community and well positioned within the city and all the
facilities and services that it provides easy access to
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The people
Knowing and having a relationship with people local to you - neighbours, shopkeepers etc.
Getting along, sharing a positive attitude to a changing city.
Local Shopping Mall
Proximity to city without the sense of enclosure, adequate parking for visitors, proximity of
recreational spaces.
Relaxed atmosphere
Rural atmosphere
Diversity
We are a tight knit supportive community that works hard to preserve and protect the public spaces
and facilities used by thousands of residents of Newcastle and the broader Hunter Region annually
Quiet
Sense of community and common interest
Neighbours
Sense of belonging to an open and accepting community with historical significance and beauty
Sense of community
its accessibility and proximity to services and recreation
that it is united against the stupidity of the Events invasion of our area and the arrogance of the
Council its Mayor and NCC staff.
Convenient location and close to facilities
Good bike access
We pull together in adversity
Access to gp, hospital, chemist, shops, banks, specialists.
Friendly people and sense of community (Newcastle inner city)
Quiet, convenient and safe
Feeling of community amongst residents and businesses
South Newcastle Beach, is a beautiful coastal ecosystem, untouched natural environment. I feel
blessed to call this place home. I truly love living in a city on the beach.
The natural beauty of the beaches
We live in a great neighbourhood at the present time, but that could all change when citizens move
out and are replaced by citizens of not the same quality
It’s big enough to be culturally alive and small enough to be able to contribute and feel a part of it.
The backbone is ABC 1233 radio! And I know my neighbours. I feel safe and connected.
The parks in particular National Park and proximity to the CBD and beaches
People look out for each other
a friendly sense of community
Community spirit, without which we would have left Supercars territory this year. Not sure how
much longer we can hang in here!
Generally close to all public transport, shops, parks and beaches which makes it easy for me to travel
as I have never been able to hold a drivers licence due to my epilepsy.
I absolutely love watching the new city evolve I’m soo proud to be a Novocastrian I find it such a
friendly warm city people have a great quality of life and it’s only getting better
Mixed social group, ages etc. lots of people walk
Location to everything in the city
Mayfield West has potential to grow with its demographics. New young families / first home buyers
with amenities / developments to match. Example fixed/ finished footpaths regular maintenance
parks.
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Generally nice people
everything I need and everywhere I go (when not working) is within walking distance.
Residents of Mayfield are open, friendly and diverse
Close proximity to doctors, transport, beaches, shops, schools, theatres and the ability to easily walk
to these places.
Living near family and friends
Location to CBD, shopping centre, beaches & restaurant/cafes
Lovely area, lovely people
KINDNESS
I live in a community that cares passionately about environment, heritage and community,
Newcastle East, even if the local Newcastle City Council does not
My friends live nearby and we enjoy walking the foreshore and eating at cafes and shopping locally
and attending events like markets and concerts - pace of life is perfect
Great neighbours and great social community
Neighbours
Friendly
the support of lots of my neighbours
Good people. So handy to everything.
libraries, art gallery, museum and Market town shops easy to access
quietness and privacy, while knowing people will help if it's needed
Henderson park
Sense of community
Sense of community
Events in town that are relevant to me. The Spiegeltent was great, then supercars aren't my sort of
thing but the atmosphere was great and I'll go again.
Solidarity of Ncle East community in the face of supercar despoilation
People
Lambton main street, it has everything you need for day to day life. all the shop owners are friendly
Henderson Park and Hall and the frequency of use by the local community
Convenient transport links
Location
Strong sense f community cohesion. People care for each other.
The community's opposition to the Supercars event. Council, Supercars and DNSW ignore the needs
of the community affected most by this wasteful event, so the community unites to support each
other.
Parkrun and friendly neighbours who care for the green area in the neighbourhood
Bathers Way
Reasonable good neighbours, close to the ocean, walk to Marketown for shopping, close to work
Great location, heritage buildings
Newcastle East was great and safe before council meddling with free flowing alcohol a and Supercars
The street trees
Availability of open space
A village feel
The friendliness of people who live in our area and use the walking paths.
Closeness to facilities and environmental green spaces allow for best of both worlds.
Nil all sense of community gone
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Location
community
Feeling of living in a village a community within the suburb.
walkability
Everyone is pretty friendly
Proximity to services that are important to me
smiling faces, people greeting each other
quiet streets
The local shops and the parks are fantastic
Stability
Community spirit
Character which is being eroded by developers.
Local community feel
The village atmosphere of the Newcastle CBD where we live.
clean environment
Safe, quiet and leafy environment.
General brightness and ability to conduct activities in my local area
Friendly community
Newcastle is a vibrant city which provides a wide range of facilities and events for all age groups.
Great neighbours
proximity beaches, shopping, recreational activities,
Convenience to arts and culture and parks gardens and beaches
Not sure there is one. Never hear of any regular activities or community groups in the area
The Junction Shops
The people
feeling of belonging to a fairly supportive local community and being known to a number of local
people because of long residence and earlier involvement in residents group
Stockton has a small town feel to it while being in close proximity to the CBD
Location to beaches, cafes, parks, shops and ability to walk and cycle around the area
Natural attractions like beaches, harbour foreshore, King Edward Park, Blackbutt Reserve
Location
PEOPLE IN STREET LOOK OUT FOR EACH OTHER
Sense of community and diversity
I live in a good street where we all know each other and support each other should the need arise
It feels as though I live a million miles away. Very tranquil and quiet It feels like I live in the country
yet close to the city.
Knowing neighbours creates sense of community.
environmental aesthetic - green aspect
Open space, the environment generally (beaches, parks), not crowded, facilities available
Location and easy access to city
Location - close to shops and beaches
location
Positive neighbour interaction
Safe, very strong community spirit ,beautiful beach ( being eroded with no government support to
fix ) plus incredible open spaces for walking ,topped off by an amazing location
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Fresh Local area
Good access to city and beach and social aspects. Don't feel that there is much real community
where I live.
Position
the local park is just perfect ..very family friendly
Access to good public transport and a fantastic library.
Neighbours and shopping centre.
The size, also it cannot get much bigger
location
Quiet, some pretty gardens, street trees, mostly friendly neighbours.
Bi Weekly walk down the beach and coffee with a group of friend. Exercise and informal setting to
talk and listen.
Newcastle's small-town feel: friendly, unpretentious people; ease of access to all areas and beauty
spots; a united community.
It’s quiet
The community working together, suffering together, celebrating together, resisting/fighting gives
changes together. Shared interests and values
Blackbutt
Natural setting and improved areas for people to visit. The coastal walkway is excellent.
Central location to shops, transport, city
walkability & moderate pedestrian activity
My community is a variety of people and places, linked by shared values, supporting each other and
working joyfully together to make things better.
Outdoor activities and good weather - beaches, Parkrun and kids’ sports
Friendly neighbours.
Proximity to the beach and village, park life feel
Historical, cultural ... BUT it's changing and NOT for the better
knowing people. Being able to walk places.
we are very comfortable with the areas conveniences like: vicinity to the ocean and shops, doctors,
libraries etc..
Lifestyle.
Peace & quiet
Close to good shopping centres no need to go into CBD of Newcastle
A general recognition that Newcastle needs to move into the 21 Century. I am feeling very positive
that the Council is going ahead with positive initiatives after years of neglect.
NO high rise. A nice, fairly safe suburb with like minded people. Still has a village atmosphere.
Close to beaches and cycle path, community that enjoys the out doors
Close to all necessary facilities and beaches.
It still has a lot of houses, not units, so families with kids have backyards to safer ly play in. A slight
country town feel
Heritage, access to beaches.
Lockout laws making Newcastle a safe environment for all to enjoy our city. Being able to go out for
a meal or a drink and walk around the city and home safely.
Uncluttered and quiet
diverse age and range of individuals and families, mostly small homes and fewer apartment blocks
Nice neighbours who do not intrude but are there if you need them.
Friendliness
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Atmosphere
Even though Mayfield is a relatively cheap suburb I can get my kids to school easily, and ride a bike
to work. If only the Chin Chen st lights and bike path would get put in it would be excellent.
My neighbours. Close to beaches and worth. Central location
Convenience, friendly, quiet,
friendliness and co-operation between the local Newcastle East residents
general feeling, quiet
A mix of long term residents with local history and sense of ownership together with new and young
families driving changing facilities and local culture.
peace and quiet from late afternoon, no dogs barking, no traffic just wildlife noises and only a few
parties on a Saturday night.
LONG STANDING NEIGHBOURS
Good public walking/cycle pathways. Parks and public transport ie Stockton ferry
Location
People in the local area. and our shared use of beaches, parks etc.
library and shops close by
sense of family life being open and friendly
Wonderful lifestyle, neighbours and active groups of our own age.
Not too far from the CBD and flat enough to ride my bike easily.
Good sense of community
Blackbutt Reserve close by and a lot of lovely bushland
TREES
It is becoming more eclectic with people coming to Newcastle from other parts to live. It is
becoming less inbred, and about time!
nice people around
sense of place, identity
quiet and safe
facebook private page where everyone helps each other out
The diversity of people living in my community.
beach lifestyle
grew up here
accepting of diversity (of all kinds)
The overwhelming willingness to come together in a crisis and the general (although diminishing)
need to look out for others and act respectfully.
Proximity to Beaumont Street cafes and eateries
It’s a family friendly place
Even though changing still feels like a village
My cycling club. Newcastle Cycling club and its members.
It's easy driving/walking distance to the beach, close enough to CBD and Charlestown and Garden
City for shopping options.
There isn’t one
Not sure what community this refers to - local/Newcastle? Local - they organise get together
My neighbours
The people
safe to live
It is a typical suburb. Individual houses with a mix of all ages, including small children. It's a safe
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small cu de sac, in a fairly well serviced larger suburb.
n/a
our street is very friendly, social and a great community feel
Lambton still is a community, 4th time I've lived in this suburb in 30 years.
Friendly, Central Location, weather
Peace and quiet
Family friendly
Small village atmosphere. The abutting to support small local businesses
location in centre of town
Wallsend Library
Easy access to many facilities in the CBD and Hill area
friendly community close to beach, shops, cafes etc
Socially safe and community spirited here people of all walks of life live together.
local historical significance, the natural environment, local facilities.
Affordability
knowing most people in our street
There are NO high rise buildings to detract from this being a liveable suburb. The suburb has
maintained its urban profile with no intrusions by overdevelopment.
Neighbourhood vibe-strong courtesy community. Due to active community group resolutions to
community issues and in maintaining community character.
Good street.
Mountain biking. I ran a dance school in Newy for 12yrs it's amazing the effect a mtb park can have.
My dance school had zero impact on the community but cycling can change the local economy.
Small town feel in an inner city setting
The great outdoors
It’s a dead end street. It’s a quiet area. The residents are long time residents with not many rentals
around. Majority of the people are friendly and honest. The graffiti on our fence is quickly gone
Affordable
Community and recreation
The sense and family within our neighbourhood (block).
Not near housing commission
The friendliness of people within the community
Community is close knit
Walkability
Beach life
Safe, beautiful, not too much traffic
Young families moving in bringing new life to suburb
Harbour and beach.
Safe and relaxed
Family friendly. Wonderful neighbours, and everyone is happy to chat and say hello.
knowing neighbours
Outdoor lifestyle, beaches, Blackbutt reserve
The ocean
The value placed on public places
CONVENIENCE - LOCATION - village atmosphere
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Laid back attitude.
Great neighbors and proximity to recreational facilities
Central to Newcastle, only minutes from hospitals, shopping centers, sporting facilities etc 20
minutes to Newcastle beaches.
The sense of community among the neighborhood residents and their initial in standing up to
protest the profiteering by the council, developers and Supercars.
Close knit neighbors (adjacent neighbors) whom are generous and friendly
positive community feeling
a strong sense of belonging and safety and everything at our fingertips.
Ability to travel to local activities without too much hassle.
The feeling of community, and space
similar people not trying to outdo the rest and get richer !
Our neigbours, the local shops and the physical environment.
Blackbutt Reserve
Tighes Hill's local character (though this is being somewhat undermined at the moment) and its
strong sense of community identity and local social networks.
Security
It is proactive, articulate and takes council spin with a grain of salt.
We have lived in the Hamilton area now for 25 years now just in our 3rd home - love the proximity
to the city, beaches, shops, markets, harbour and flat for walking and had many lovely neighbours
having a relatively quiet, tree lined street encourages neighbours to be out and about in the street
allowing incidental meetings
We love Islington Park and the Throsby Creek cycle way. We use it every day.
Excellent Health Support Facilities - public and private hospitals and medical centres
Trees
Newcastle is a Great Place but it has been spoiled in recent times by Council only concentrating on
facilitating Property Developers rather than representing its residents and ratepayers
Natural geography.
Friendly neighbours
Character
central location
Willingness to welcome newcomers
The care and concern the community has for maintaining the heritage/historical significance of the
area for the next generation.
Bar beach
The only thing positive about our area is that we enjoy living here as retirees.
It has a welcoming, inclusive feel about it
There's a strong sense of community where I live, people are friendly and inviting
the fact that they are not too uncomfortable socioeconomically and that they are an easy going
community and not too rough
Community is the most important part and the only good thing this dodgy Council has done is bring
the community together and teach us how to expose them and make them accountable
neighbors
Friendly and helpful
it has deteriated greatly in last 2 years under this Council
Feels safe and family friendly
Location
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The resilience of friends in times of problems and helping them with their issues.
Convenient location, close to beaches, shops, transport
Proximity to everything I need. Lovely neighbours and people in retail etc.
Smallish community with local shops/"village"" and park allowing one to know locals
Situation near harbour, interchange and opportunities to gather with others
friendly neighbours, trees, bush and parkland close by, local shops nearby shopping centres, library,
university grounds and facilities, regal cinema, bus routes, easy walking/cycling to paces
Accessibility to beaches
Close to shops, doctors etc. I can walk to most things I need. Quiet street that until the robbery in
the park last week in daylight, I felt safe.
Safe community - friendly
Convenience to facilities including shops, farmers markets, city, beaches, cafes, restaurants and train
station
Down to earth community
Nice neighbours
close to town, bike paths into town
Creative enterprises
Lifestyle
Friendly, people enjoy the lifestyle of walking, swimming, cycling.
I'm in lake mac
Motivation to change- for the better
Location to my needs
A real sense of community
Our community is like a village. People talk to each other. We shop locally as often as possible.
A city with a country atmosphere
accessible and walkable to services and facilities
The diversity in my suburb is great. Wish the wider newcastle area have more cultural diversity.
Elder St shops
proximity to harbour and beaches
The physical amenity- wide tree lined streets, lovely local parks, proximity to beaches and town
centre (Tighes Hill)
Good access to shops and cycle ways
A good 'vibe' & good neighbours...makes ALL the difference! There are nicer places but here suits us!
The local park at Wallsend and the cafe cino Wallsend plaza
Little noise, it is quiet
I enjoy living near the beach
access to harbour, beaches and parks
We look out for each other
Heard that is very safe street, very quiet.
Quiet tree lined streets, friendly and low crime
Safe place to live
I live in a vertical village where we take care of each other
friendly neighbourhood
A village type atmosphere
The closeness and support of neighbours which started and has grown since our area was flooded. In
Pascha Balka Storm.
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Table 33: Why feel disconnected/unwelcomed - other

Why unwelcomed
I wasn’t born and raised in Newcastle so I will never be a local
Locals can be a bit parochial in Stockton I don't put myself out there
Neighbours are renters who change regularly, they do not want to mingle. Many have their own
personal issues which mean they do not want to explain there undesirable situation to neighbours.
Many live in units which means they drive into the garage and never are seen, there is no front
garden which would otherwise provide a way of meeting passerby's.
Because I'm not part of the new, young set currently residing in this town. Even more so since my
children grew up and moved years ago
People in apartments do not connect. There seems to be a lack of local events. The area is suffering
badly after the removal of a large parking lot and is very dormant at the moment.
I do make an effort to meet and greet those around me but society in general is encouraging people
to act as individuals and less as community or neighbourhood members. Also, I live in the CBD so
there are many people who use the area I live in but do not live there.
Only moved here within the last 12 months. Surrounded by lower socioeconomic people. Smokers,
drinkers, hoons, domestic violence, litterers etc. they are t the kind of people I feel safe connecting
with. I only live here as it is the only place I could afford.
Don't want to be
high student population. high proportion of renters
My work sees me travel interstate for 5 months of the year. I have no family or friends in Newcastle,
so all of my activities are solo based.
I don't feel welcomed. But unfortunately I do not feel connected. I work in the CBD but my home is
30+ minutes away. All activities locally seem to be during business hours - meaning I always miss out.
There is lots and families and older people - but I cannot afford to live anywhere else (nearer artistic
pursuits or people in a similar position of working/age/lifestyle etc.). As a result - I find it hard to 'fitin' if that makes sense. Facilities I wish to access - are never near me (or open at times I can get
there). So even doctors, professionals etc. I need - are always 20 mins or more away from my home
unfortunately.
I tend to be unwell a lot so don't do much in the way of group stuff and having retired have no work
connections anymore. I could make more effort. Unless something is in New Lambton it is too much
effort.
I’m a mature aged person living in my home for 50 years and noticed a great change from families to
university young people to migrants. My neighbourhood has a lot of ethnic persons who won’t even
say hello or smile. It’s very sad because I don’t believe in my community anyone is connected well
any more
As I have aged, I feel less welcome generally in Newcastle. It appears to have catered more for
younger people's interests in recent years.
Too many hours at work.
Everyone’s house has become too big and self sufficient that they spend too much time inside. Kids
don’t have a yard to play in.
As cost of living rises and the digital age is thriving there is less options for entertainment for me. I
could sit at home and watch another netflix special for $0 OR could go to the local pub and be
charged $8 for a schooner. its not a necessity to drink obviously, but when you compare any cost
associated with night life its simply not affordable for the vast majority of Novocastrians. Not to
mention the fear and division that was pumped into this town with the ONE PUNCH propaganda,
since every paper and news outlet has run those stories, the amount of people attending ANY show,
pub, music event, ANY EVENT has drastically reduced.
You guys are supposed to be smart, do the maths.
For mature age single women no family disabled, we don't count. It's all about blasted kids and
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people with families. You never ever organiser singles event it's always family days.
People tend to gravitate to outgoing, influential people of which I am not one.
Not in my local area a lot. Work and other activities mean that we are not home a lot
There is nothing in walking distance to my house
As a fairly new resident I don’t know a lot of people and not sure how to meet others
I feel the neighbours are rude and unfriendly. They cause issues in the local area. I basically keep to
myself in my house and have very little to do with the neighbours due to how rude they are. I feel I
can’t participate in local community events due to the neighbours either.
There is no connect even a bus to Newcastle doesn’t exist
Before Super Cars was imposed by an Act of Parliament I was happy to live here. Now This event run
for profit by a private company, sponsored by rate payers and at the expense of local businesses, has
alienated many of us for no good reason. The area has drawn locals and visitors because of what it
offered, hence the appeal in order to exploit the area for profit by a foreign private company.
I thought Novocastrians would gel, but I have lost friends over this and I feel bitter and sad that
events have been forced out of the area and that Foreshore Park is ruined right up to Xmas.
The construction and deconstruction, negative impacts and dangers involved are serious threats to
health and community wellbeing on many levels. I ask a simple question: Would a reasonable person
welcome or entertain being forced to forgo access rights to their home along with 3 months of
noise, building construction/deconstruction damage to public parks and access to public facilities?
The short answer offered often is: I Don't live there, so why would I care?
Jimmy Barnes told us to cop one for Newcastle. So much for his credibility.
It is a substandard race track so put it in a better place and let the area return to the way it was in
my view. That would attract people to live and visit Newcastle.
Not involved with neighbours or with events that take place in this suburb
Transient people living in too many rentals & over development , i.e. : units / town houses.
They are un-friendly & create un-certainty with the community as people don't know who they are
etc. opposed to normal homes on building blocks. Newcastle has become too much like Sydney ,
councils sleeping with developers & politicians / too much greed which has ruined the culture & the
environment of Newcastle. :-(
I feel very sad the way Newcastle has become. Only catering for the RICH!!! The rest of us feel left
behind & that we don't have a voice. :-(
Don't see people walking and I work long hours. People don't talk to each other much here.
Have not met many people in my street after 6 years of living here.
Having moved to Newcastle just over a year ago, I feel quite isolated. I don’t have the sense of
community that I’ve had in my previous homes, despite trying to get involved. It seems to be quite
cliquey, so we are isolated.
My local neighbourhood has been very welcoming however I find Newcastle as a city
unaccommodating to newcomers and not very nurturing .
because there has been no consideration for residents or businesses east of Darby St and with lack
of parking or breakdown or set-down in Scott St it will get no better.

Table 34: Main challenges in community - other

Main challenges in community - Other
Local police access
Parking in cbd
Parking in the CBD
Variety of retail
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SUPERCARS
Very happy in place I live
no challenges
None - all facilities are in reach in WARD 4.
all of the above
Traffic congestion on Park Ave.
Stressful lack of public parking in trying to access inner city. No effective public transport in my
suburb and due to age, not able to ride a bicycle I am reliant on using my car to get into city and
then, nowhere to park my vehicle. Huge numbers of residents' needs have been abandoned.
None
None of these
Parking and transport. The light rail will be of zero assistance.
Over development, i.e. potential for neighbouring properties to overdevelop despite being in a
heritage conservation area. The Council being on the side of developers rather than existing home
owners when considering impact of new developments on its neighbours
Supercars. Supercars. Supercars.
The fact that you're going to build a skate park on the beach I've surfed at for 40 years is going to
stop me accessing that beach
Don’t feel challenged
Maintaining community safety/security and the cleanliness and the aesthetics of the suburb I live in
Increased traffic and access
All selected are in relation to mental health when we have to live in a prison during some of the
nicest time of the year, i.e. supercars come town.
none
None of the above.
Public transport is too serious to be a joke. It is a shambles. I walk or drive.
age, health and Disability. Our future needs
Major beach erosion and pollution events from industry
Availability of public transport
Bicycle paths that make it safe to get around for my children and our family.
no issues
N/A
Parking
Upgrading the very limited selection of trees and ground cover plants recently installed in this
suburb's main street; and replacing most of them with a wider, informed selection of regional, birdattracting native species
Like minded people
no challenges at present
Lack of respect from Council for the real people of this real community
Chances of genuine communication to/from council (councillors & staff)
Over development, mcmansions
Watching the high rise buildings now dominating the city (poor cathedral). I am beginning to feel
surrounded and squashed in
irresponsible pet owners
No challenges
Don’t have any challenges
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The roads in and out of Fletcher need widening. Particularly around Wallsend Hospital, Minmi Road
and Newcastle Rd. This is the only drawback to living out here.
Pollution, dust, contaminated soil,
To identify future requirements/options as we further age
Happy with location
No challenges currently
None
Access to safe bike routes
the change in the character of the city with the increase of high rise development
LACK OF FOOTPATHS
3 months per annum of traffic chaos , daily disruption and ongoing delays in commutes and
inconvenience when Supercars comes to town
none of above. not worried at all
No challenges
Safe options for cyclists
No footpaths
Don’t have any
None of these. How is this relevant to Council?? Most of these are under State and Federal
jurisdiction? Also, while I have your attention, it would be great if you could publish the results of
these quarterly surveys and email it to those of us who took the time to complete it
The total lack of consideration people can have for each other.
Access to cultural activities e.g. art galleries, cafes
access to good high schools
Harris Farm is a pain and should not be allowed to operate in Darby Street:
Live close to Hamilton South
Off leash areas for dogs
None
Time to enjoy local environment
privatisation of community assets higher prices and worse services, dental care, and the NBN
nightmare
Overdevelopment
To keep the character of the neighbourhood from over-development and incompatible
building/designs.
City of Newcastle push of liquor sales and night time noise in inner city with complete disrespect for
the people who live there.
Community & family health concerns from environmental issues, industrial pollution.
None of the above are challenging to my family
speeding thru streets by rat liners & need for more frequent parking enforcement
Supercars, otherwise perfect
Travelling safely. WIthout Cyclesafe network is difficult
Very few challenges except the traffic lights at the Carnley Ave and Orchardtown Rd intersection
very dangerous. Lights are inadequate not correct turning arrows. Whole intersection needs to be
redesigned.
This area would appear to have fairly easy access to most facilities that one wants or needs.
Shortage of time
Few footpaths
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Affordability of living
8 weeks each year of neighbourhood disruption for a commercial enterprise based on outdated
technology and dubious benefit to the direct local neighbourhood....the v8 car race.
No challenges experienced
Sufficient time to announce anything. You say it's on tonight rather than six weeks before,. Don't
time things for peak hour. Like talks etc.
Traffics too difficult.
No major challenges
I don't feel any significant challenges
Shopping
None
Shops
Erosion of liveability by CoN. Disregard for ratepayers, residents, workers and local businesses in the
area. Lack of parking and changed traffic flow has reduced quality of life for everyone in my area.
Active measures to increase noise in our neighbourhood has adversely affected the area.
Over the last 20 years our area has become so busy with traffic. Parking & entering & exiting the
driveways can be dangerous with lack of vision & speed of cars.
access to harbour side
no safe bicycle paths
Limited time
Pollution from bus layover outside house
Not challenged
None of these apply. All are available to a greater or lesser extent in the area.
we have everything in our suburb that we need.
Congestion from cars in the CBD
living with a race that does not belong on residential streets, is loud enough to cause hearing
damage and forces me and. my family from our homes at great expense with no compensation.
Traffic / parking management, poor quality local shopping / entertainment
Traffic LOOKOUT ROAD
Lack of kids for my children to grow up with.
having Newcastle's intrinsic character destroyed by greed and long-term unplanned inappropriate
development for this area (e.g. Supercars, proposed development on public owned Sth Newcastle
beach etc. etc.)
lack of adequate/ varied shopping facilities - no fruit shop, no newsagent etc.
1. Parking
2. Vehicles travelling at unsafe speeds
parking is a huge problem in our suburb , we live in tooke street bar beach council needs to look at
the parking by workers in the city they are choking up residential streets at time parking over
driveways, they are usually parked there all day leaving residents nowhere to park , this issue is a
bad
Access to affordable daytime parking at work in the CBD surrounds. Since the change to bus routes
we are now driving.
Access to holistic GPs
Available city parking, particularly for motorcycles
I can't catch the bus anymore. I have to wait for my daughter to come and take me
Rehabilitating foreshore park planting more street trees and getting rid of supercars
access to swimming baths all year round
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None of the above. Life is pretty good.
Nothing
Shopping facilities and parking at shops.
I have no challenges in my community
Distances from our three adult children and grandchildren.
Safe cycleways into town
Lack of engagement by Councillors
Nil
Honest consultation from an open and transparent Council which is currently just one big lie
Annual 'Supercars' circus and the noise and stress it brings.
poor dg off leash areas and associated facilities
No challenges except dangers of walking on roads & no pedestrian crossings.
Traffic congestion on Park Ave.
Competitive supermarkets at one stop location.
Not too many challenges...
No parking anywhere!!!!!
Navigating the Supercars infrastructure is almost impossible for my 91 year old mother, we are
forced to leave the East End for up to three weeks each year to avoid the concrete barriers, road
closures and noise!!
Council and poor policy decisions
the reduction in retail outlets in the CBD with the over development of home units, necessitating car
trips to other suburbs to do daily shopping-car trips as the public transport is so unreliable
Our family & community have been devastated by loss of rights to safety in our own home & on our
residential streets due to the disgraceful location of V8 street racing on our residential streets. This
event needs to be relocated.
Environmental concerns
Over development without regard for open spaces and community facilities
Cost of living
None of the above.
None
terrible condition of pavements, especially between Hunter and King. And slippery & uneven bricks
in Beaumont and Tudor streets. unreliable & infrequent bus service.
The long period of traffic and other problems created by supercars set up and take down of barriers,
park etc.
Supercars barricading us in for 10 weeks each year for an unwanted event that costs rate payers
huge amounts of money.
safe cycle paths for commuting to work
Lack of cycle paths
Parking
We are very fortunate in having minimal challenges
None
No challenges
free health care
my kids have last year moved out of home of their own choice - their biggest hurdle is rentals that
are affordable - they are lucky to have a home to fall back upon
None of the above.
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As a senior citizen I feel few challenges other than maintaining health and worthwhile activities
Potential loss of beach due to erosion
Feeling alienated, forced to leave Newcastle for 10 weeks each spring and knowing that Council
rates are supporting a private company event.
Bicycle tracks
traffic
Our beach is losing a metre every year due to erosion; our streetscape desperately needs attention;
parking by the ferry is now used by neighbouring residents with elderly residents not able to park
,plus our residential streets are clogged with cars from outer suburbs taking the ferry
Parking
Encroaching 3-storey units overlooking, destroying our privacy in what we bought as "Residential A".
Mental health services
1Parking 2 construction, 3 changes to local facilities without consultation or that consultation is
tokenistic and ignores local opinion.
Only moved here two years ago - still meeting people, making friends
The stupidity of Council's decisions WITHOUT Community Consultation e.g. the Nobby's change
room & the skate bowl.
Being able to get around without using a car.
Lack of footpath on both sides of street
Terrible traffic flow. Noisy pubs and noisy drunk people on the street. No parking for visitors. Trip
hazards on footpaths. We have to leave our home for supercar race - too noisy and can't leave our
house, access driveway. The neighbourhood becomes a compound for 2 months of the year.
Noise from entertainment and neighbours.
Disruption due to roadworks and closures for construction and Supercars
No major challenges
All good really.
no concrete footpaths
I have no challenges
Car parking for family to visit with young children
Supercars race which creates significant health issues and related expenses for me and my family
and which has a strong negative effect on my business and my sense of well being
Poor traffic management and decisions as well as future planning by local and particularly state
government
Parking for friends and guests
Would love to be closer to the beach! more affordable housing for my children when they grow up
may become an issue.
Other than that -all good
None of tbe above
None of the above.
None of above
we don't have any
Trying not step in chewing gum outside Irish pub in Darby st
Sick of lice riddled birds in coffee shops in Darby st
Access to suitable parking for visitors and a council which has a plan implements it and enforces
parking regulations so all can benefit from the riches of our community. This includes visitors and
the residents who pay $100 for the opportunity for visitor parking.
SPEED LIMIT in street. Street surface and footpaths have not been completely surfaced in 50 years.
Transport to in zone high school was nearly lost this year but active neighbour participation and
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strong political representation reinstated the school bus route
My wife is a disabled pensioner and public transport is much harder for her since keolis downer took
away all her buses.
I have a disability. There is no or little on street parking for them to do 1-2 hour shifts during all
times of day and night.
Parking in the city i.e. access to free parking or the cost of parking in the city
None of the above
no real challenges here.
I don't see any major challenges at this point in my life.
The council appears to be very unsupportive of maintaining Tighes Hill's local character, despite its
professed commitment to do so.
We do not personally have any of the challenges listed above. However the city is now not
convenient because of lack of amenity in Hunter Street and the destruction of the Rail Connection to
the City from its hinterland.
Cost of living as a self funded retiree.
pollution
Access is a nightmare since the “only 3days” Private Race that no one comes to, fenced our parks
and streets for 10 weeks.
access to my apartment
No main challenges
Adamstown gates and the associated traffic which will not be solved by traffic lights
Beaumont & Tudor Sts don't feel so safe at night
I have access to public transport but unless I am only going to local shops it takes too long to get
anywhere or does not have direct routes anymore.
Not applicable
Good supermarkets
No challenges at all.

Table 35: Overall comment

CN overall comment
Cleaner bathroom facilities
Please lower housing affordability. More development needs to be done outside of the CBD. More
public buses. The bus routes are ok but more buses! I am really enjoying the cultural side of
Newcastle at the moment. Consider a tunnel under the Harbour to connect to Stockton. A train
service/railway to Newcastle Airport and onto the Nelson Bay Area.
Improve suburban transport and create more parking in the city
Improved public transport would assist the entire community. Your own council Staff are very hard
to deal with.
I would like Council to follow through with projects promised at Election time, than things don’t get
done! Have discussed with various locals that are of the same opinion as myself, “ Newcastle Council
has preferential Suburbs”. regarding getting projects done. E.g: Public Toilets in some areas get
replaced/updated, other suburbs are left with what they. Usually untidy,, grubby etc. just hosing out
doesn’t make them any better to use. There is always excuse why the Sporting Fields are not being
updated, “ lack of finances” but then you notice some of the “ better suburbs” for want of better
words, don’t seem to have trouble getting new facilities! Have no problem with Super Cars, although
have no interest. I think Council should be producing figures to back up what they are telling the
community. I know that a lot of the businesses are not making the money that they were expecting
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to Make!
Better roads and parking
More seating along walkways.
Don’t think enough resources are going to art galleries and museums. The museum doesn’t have
enough of interest to encourage return visits. The Art Gallery needs to be bigger and better like
some of regional galleries in Victoria. More could be made of Newcastle’s rich and interesting
history.
Bicycle ways so you don’t need to ride on roads into city. More bus shelters near interchange. Ban
Supercars as detrimental to businesses in east end and accessing foreshore. More cultural venues
including cinema. Improve parking to enable more people to access city businesses especially older
people who can’t walk to and from public transport. Subsidised parking in cbd to attract custom to
local . businesses. Greater real consultation with local residents re changes and respect of the
heritage and individual character of the individual wards. End of commercial interests over residents
rights.
Change funding priorities to focus on reducing the infrastructure backlog before building new
facilities, and reduce spending on the coast and direct more to the suburbs, particularly in the west.
Support small business. You also don't mention Fashion or makers as a choice. You have labelled it
as 'craft'.
Listen to the community. Focus on our strengths e.g. Nature beauty. Spread faculties across
Newcastle not just on coast. Do not destroy old facilities. Respect cities history.
Bring back the train into Newcastle. Reopen cinema
No major complaints except access to Nobbys for 6 weeks over car racing.
STOP TURNING NEWCASTLE EASTINTO A RACE TRACK DISRUPTING THE COMMUNITY FOR MONTHS
EACH YEAR.
In asking about house needs for next 5 years it might be useful to know if people intend to make
alterations to cope with ageing. Handrails, lifts etc.
Don't sign Supercars again after the 5 year deal. Continue to increase the street planting of shady
trees. Run a park & ride from the Newcastle Racecourse into the city. More clearly marked bike lanes
on King & Hunter St. Don't allow inner city residents to have double driveways - they take out too
many street parking spaces (they can still have double garages, just single entries to them) Fix
Stockton Beach.
I live at the top of town and never know what is on at The Station or the ,Foreshore, shows in town
Art Gallery Exhibitions. maybe a weekly or monthly FREE newsletter would be a good communicator
Make access to facilities better known. Council is able to be a promoter of know facilities.
Essentially, the local community is the first to be promoted
keep working on it
Hard to overlook the disruption to roads and accessibility. It is easier to drive to charlstown. I have
been doing this for some time and don't feel the need to return to Newcastle centre.
Please build some decent public toilets at Nobbies. Please do not build a skate bowl or anything else
on the beach.
Consider those who do not have effective public transport in their suburb and are unable to cycle.
The campaign urging people to cycle into the city was elitist and uncaring. The lack of parking spaces
and facilities in the city are prohibitive to people seeking to access the city for cultural events,
medical and professional appointments and supporting local businesses in retail and hospitality. I
have stopped going to well loved businesses due to taking excessive time to locate a park. I urge a
survey of NCC staff members and councillors regarding their access to their jobs in the city.
Last week I completed a Council Survey regarding community halls. I said that our community hall is
constantly in use. I reiterate that statement. Community halls enable increased participation of the
community in all manner of community health and wellbeing. Community halls should be upgraded
by Council. Doing so would improve Council facilities and services because they are decentralised,
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available at modest charge, close to where people live, and have good access. Various groups can
utilise these public spaces.
MORE PARKING. New playground for Henderson Park.
Stop knocking down old buildings. I especially miss the Queen's Wharf Tower. I will definitely miss
the Tower Cinema. With more people moving to the city centre, being able to walk to the cinema is
a plus. I do not go to Kotara or Charlestown to see movies. I go to the Regal if there is nothing of
interest on at the Tower.
I had a work accident and have had several surgeries find it difficult to do some activities due to
residual issues since surgery.
Stop wasting Council money on stupid things and please make Supercars reduce their bump in and
out times. It's summer and our young family can't easily access the dog beach for weeks on end.
Please improve project planning. The amount of time Swan Street is taking is just stupid.
Install adequate street lighting. Replant the trees. Encourage and maintain plastic free lifestyle and
clean beaches. Install dedicated bicycle lanes.
I love the way Newcastle is growing and developing. And, I am bored by the whingers!!
More, well maintained, public toilets
Don't know, more of a State issue
Cancel Supercars
We need to find ways to improve/drought proof/water keep our open spaces in good order. Can we
find a way to get more recycled water to the parks. We have great parks e.g. Centennial Park (Full of
Kids Every Day) but is just full of weeds and bindi in summer months. On a rotation basis can our
parks be sprayed, top dressed and watered. Make the area more attractive - more permanents will
come - more pride in area, Safer Win Win Win
Select a few more outer suburbs instead of the apparent continuous inner city favour
Help the community that is affected and effect by your decision to force supercars on us. It has a
severally detrimental effect on the community. The effects range from mental and physical health,
to financial hardships and possible business loss.
Expand the art gallery. Keep community centres and make then easily accessible.
Newcastle is a great place to live. But the so-called town leaves a lot to be desired. There is nothing
to attract residents or visitors to the area. Hopefully the light rail will encourage more people to the
CBD but there needs to be more to attract visitors to the area.
Not sure. I do think people with mobility issues could find Newcastle very challenging.
Cultural assets such as the Tower Cinemas, youth venues and the likes are essential for community
to foster in our inner city area. While these may be expensive to maintain they are crucial. Council
could look at partnering with community to fund such spaces.
Better information
The city definitely needs to think more about accessibility, not just for explicit disabilities but for all
inclusive needs (mums with prams, people with temporary sensory needs) - make a smart city a truly
smart city by making it an inclusive place for all, but just sensors on bins and sensors that indicate
when it is going to rain so you can send casual staff home early. Expand the footpaths, expand the
parks, reduce the roads.
Provide exercise equipment in all recreation areas, not just the beaches and inner city
Now that the inner city has been destroyed by a rubbish light rail, my ability to gain proper disability
parking has been greatly reduced.
I don't see that it is up to NCC to provide health and support facilities for our needs. We are still
independent and do what we are able. We want to stay in our home for as long as possible. We
don't know what facilities we'll need in the future, at this stage. State and federal govts need To step
up with the quality of their services, e.g. NDIS, home care packages, disability services, not reduce
the quality. We won't go into Newcastle because of all our issues, lack of parking and the current
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transport system with buses and trams are huge disincentives, just more frustrations to deal with.
We go to suburban cinemas, cheaper and we're supporting local business owners.
Major renovation of the art gallery, address Stockton beach erosion as a matter of urgency and more
tree plantings. Don't have events such as Supercars in the city which affect peoples access, is noisy
and polluting and costly to the rate payers. Advertise cultural events better.
It would be wonderful if you could occasionally sweep road shoulders, they get covered with glass,
bits of wire and screws and nails which get swept there by car tyres; it is a frequent cause of bicycle
tyre punctures.
Don’t allow excessive expansion along Darby Street.
Regular public transport, reasonably close to my home, would make a huge difference to my life,
both physically and economically.
Better connected cycling facilities
We live at North Arm Cove. Public transport to main centres is practically non existent
Continue to listen to and be guided by people with lived experience of all kinds of social challenges
in developing your policies, strategies and programs to reduce the gap between those who have and
those who have not and create a more inclusive community.
We need more bike paths in Newcastle. It is fine for adults to ride through the back streets but my 4
year old and 7 year old find it too scary to ride on road. We have great weather and it is mostly flat
but we are still subscribing to the car as the major form of transport in Newcastle. It is one thing to
put up signs to encourage people to get on their bikes but it has been proven time and time again
(e.g. LONDON) that the way to get people on their bikes is by building infrastructure that separates
riders from motorists. Children should be able to ride to school safely or to music lessons or soccer
training and parents shouldn't have to be a taxi service. We have an amazing opportunity to make
Newcastle a model city for cycling in Australia.
Keep up the good work but don’t let overdevelopment rule community facilities. There is a
desperate need for low income housing in Newcastle. This should be a NCC policy priority
Provide much more parking and stop pretending that it is not a concern for most car owners who
prefer not to use public transport
Maintain free bus transport around the CBD and Newcastle East. Keep a cinema in the
CBD/Newcastle East area.
I think the focus on sports facilities is overstated and unwarranted. The number of people involved
in the arts as practitioners or as audience greatly exceeds the numbers involved in sports. Newcastle
has lost most of its performance spaces - many have been either demolished or repurposed...the
Victoria is the exception and it took a company from outside Newcastle to see the potential. There
is a big focus on visual arts, probably because they tend to be sole practitioners and are easy to
relocate, but not on the performing arts. The Civic Theatre and the Playhouse are great facilities but
the scale and cost of the Civic makes it unusable for most theatre companies, and the Playhouse is
rarely free - and again the cost is steep. Original theatre is hard to make profitable but it's where
writers start. Newcastle needs to support original theatre in a practical and sustainable way - not
just one company, but the breadth of companies that are out there. Facilities are needed permanently so companies can plan.
Close Night Clubs Hotels MACCAS KFC st midnight...More Police Sniffer Dogs to get rid of drugs More
Street Lighting Ban Cars Parking in Main Streets At Night More Police Patrols arrest and charge
Drunk Drugged Up Hoons....
Have more residential parking at a reduced rate for more people in our streets instead of the long
day stayers.
The city library needs a major modernization program.
more trees planted to provide shade in local areas to promote walking. better cycling education to
reduce car driver awareness of cyclist rights
Council needs to do more infrastructure maintenance in Cooks Hill
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More car parking options in the city centre would be good
Need to improve safety in Beresfield. More police patrols. Cameras that are monitored and
followed up on. Hoons need to be targeted and removed from the streets. Council needs to control
littering in neighbourhood streets.
The need for ongoing expansion of safe cycle riding paths and infrastructure is critical for the sense
of connectivity and whole community engagement. People seem to connect with each other and the
environment through this accessible and healthy transport option.
I would appreciate more objective information about aged care facilities in Newcastle. While there
are several in the area, it is difficult to find which are able to provide high care support. Also, with
recent negative findings on some, I would appreciate more open independent information on what
supervision there is locally on their activity and any actions taken against an aged car facility.
I think that you rank Council's Planning procedures too highly.
Parking--most weekday mornings, by 7:45 a.m. there is no parking available on our street--will be
worse when new City Hall completed. And lack of parking in CBD means we go in less--new bus
timetable just as infrequent as before.
Please repair the Newcastle Baths
Move through traffic back onto the link road plus more police in area
No
Newcastle needs to urgently find a solution to parking problems. Currently the residential areas are
being used as car parks and this is unacceptable. Newcastle City Council needs to take responsibility
for this problem and not just ignore it or offload if on to the ratepayers.
To slow traffic down in areas away from main roads, maybe four way stop signs at road junctions
similar to Hamilton East/ The Junction. Reduction of speed limits off main road areas. Pedestrian
crossings for infant/primary school age children & parents with prams. It is a necessity to have
footpaths for OLDER residents as well as children. Do you realise there is no footpath leading into
Richley Reserve in Freyberg Street where more families are parking & walking into the Reserve along
with locals? We have already had an elderly citizen knocked down & hospitalised near Birdwood
Street New Lambton because of lack of footpaths. There are no crossings from any direction for
children entering Novocastrian Park New Lambton for sporting activities. Just one footpath in
Freyberg St & Birdwood St New Lambton would be appreciated to get people off the road.
Improve the bike paths and safe cycling routes. Encourage public transport
get rid of the race cars in the city.
Firstly, before you send any further surveys, please learn how to spell and use proper grammar,
otherwise few intelligent people will take these surveys seriously. CON moves to introduce exercise
stations (in Stockton) are welcomed, but why do this (for the very few) when the cycle/pathway
from the ferry terminal (used by the very many) to the west is uneven and unlit at night? Seems like
somebody's got their priorities completely mixed up. What is CON intending to do about the
imminent closure of the Civic Theatre - for the same primary reason that Tower Cinemas closed; viz,
lack of vehicle parking? Did not CON planners see this coming? Did not CON management foresee
the possibility?
maintenance to keep appearance and attraction of facilities
Clarification of signage - e.g. Dog Park signage (Horseshoe Beach et al). Street lighting in CBD replicate excellent lightning provided for SuperCars events. Improve pavement surfacing to be equal
to that now associated with Light Rail - excellent in itself. Improve response time of Planning Dept re
DA approvals - need to give momentum to economic responsiveness to renovation/building.
More targeted activities for youth especially unemployed and homeless of all ages and refugee
services.
Police the 'on leash' for dogs in Waratah park so we can safely walk our dog without being harassed
or attacked by other off the leash
Better parking and fix access to and from JHH
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Fix the beach erosion and access to Stockton beach especially at the surf club
The better linking of the areas by efficient public transport is key. For example, Kotara station could
be used much more if it actually ran more frequently, particularly on weekends. Bus users need
dignity. This means shelter from the elements. Why would anyone stand out in the weather waiting
for a bus? Renew Newcastle opportunities should now be extended into the next suburbs, to help
push microbusinesses. Libraries etc. are fantastic & they should continue to be supported by Council.
Also, if there is no bike lane on the new Hunter Street, why not use the slice of land between the old
rail line & the buildings to build a bike track. It would be perfect.
Please stop overcrowding in the beautiful city of Newcastle. Space is our most valuable asset
Shade trees, please - and plenty of them. More green space, particularly as more people move into
apartment living.
Area ignored by council services over many years.
1. Traffic control was planned for Kotara during the Homemaker planning some years ago but
apparently has been shelved. This need to be back on the near term agenda. 2. Several councils in
ACT and Sydney are making progress on responsible cat ownership, to be more in line with the
stricter responsibilities of dog owners e.g. cat containment laws to prevent killing of native wildlife
and nuisance soiling of neighbours properties. Reports indicate this is very successful and
responsible cat owners are happy to participate. Newcastle Council needs to become more active in
this area. Uncontrolled cats free to roam should be a thing of the past, as is the case with dogs. It
would reflect well on Newcastle Council to be progressive and take the initiative here.
Fix the buses. Since the private mob have taken over, the routes are all wrong, you cannot get to a
lot of places you need to get to. We are using the car more often due to this and we bought here in
Mayfield because of the buses. they are now never on time and sometimes do not show up at all.
We can no longer get to Kotara as we used to and can only get to Charlestown on every second bus
when every 100 used to go there. Please fix it.
Please listen to the community rather than just what council feels is best. Council can do much to
improve disability access and transport, cracking down on drug houses and drug pushers. Use the
community again to create community rather than create a disenfranchised town. Put efforts and
money into the community rather than worrying about whether or not to remove ‘the’ from ‘the city
of Newcastle’. Council priorities need to be reviewed as their belief of importance is pretty dismal.
Cleaner community area
Even though my suburb New Lambton is about 80 years old it is still without proper footpaths and
safe pedestrian crossings over increasingly busy through roads such as Orchardtown Rd and
Birdwood St.Pedestrian safety is very poor in the vicinity of the Blackbutt shops as the parking area is
increasingly used by commuters to other areas
we need a new art gallery - current cultural facilities need investment and expansion in a city of this
size
Collect dumped rubbish more quickly....wherever it is.
Newcastle Council is doing a great job getting things done such as improvements to Lambton Park,
Carrington etc. and supporting events like the Supercars and concerts. I like the way decisions are
made and not procrastinating on issues like the fig trees in Laman Street.
Council owned walking and cycling infrastructure around the university is pathetic and close to
unmaintained since built. Councillors takes no notice when issues are raised to them and instead like
to promote new assets that are of little use
1. Reduce noise pollution. Drunks on the street, joins in cars or on bikes speeding , druggies, noisy
car exhausts. 2. Reduce dust pollution, smoke, coal dust 3 Stop cutting down trees!!!
We have some beautiful parks, but we need to modernise them for the future so that people will
frequent them more often. eg. free wifi hot zones, more exercising facilities, more rose gardens,
have events, both small and larger so that people will use them. Concerts on the beach during in
summer like they used to in the 80’s
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Whilst I know it is a state govt issue, better and more frequent public transport would be helpful.
preserve the historic aspects of the inner suburbs. Don't let modern brick, glass and steel boxes take
the place of traditional housing in these suburbs. These neighbourhoods have aesthetic and
historical value and codes of building should be in place to maintain the character.
Better public transport & more parking
retaining the ecology along the northern end of cottage creek and processing of biogas currently
vented unprocessed in Market town shopping and residential area - it Stinks!; hows that pizza taste
mm.. good day for dining al fresco on my Verve balcony... if you get my drift.. a major omission in
the revitalization of Newcastle as a Global city...Newcastle council should have words with Hunter
Water
Increase the size of the ferry car park in Stockton.
A reliable public transport system before privitisation mucked everything up.
need to improve beach lifeguard services and have professional lifeguards 7 days per week. as more
international visitation happens in our city, having the responsible land owner in council take a
proactive roll in this space would be welcomed by all you enjoy the coastal attractions. need to
resolve buck passing between council, RMS and Police for traffic management issues. I have
witnessed several near misses of high speed single vehicle accidents from reckless driving and
speeding along Birchgrove Drive, Wallsend. many of these only missed pedestrians by chance. all
have been reported by multi people to multiple agencies and responsibility is passed from agency to
another. there are many young families in the area and we are concerned that this will end up as a
tragedy if government agencies continue to ignore the near misses as real opportunity to do
something positive. please manage the speed in this area and anti-social / reckless driving that are
genuine safety concerns with grave consequences to innocent parties.
support free live music newcastle was renowned for it & we are losing it. Affordable housing, less art
craft markets & more variety markets, more support of small business
As mentioned before ...there are a lot of defective footpaths in Cook's Hill but most particularly in
our section of the street. I have tried to contact the council, have left a message but had no reply. I
am going to try again today. We also have quite a lot of noise at times from Lowlands Bowling club
and something should be said to the patrons by the club members themselves. Other than that I am
very happy living where I do and feel privileged to do so.
It would be great to have more mobility parking spaces around the city. It would also be great to
have more small, outdoor, family friendly music events in Newcastle.
Get rid of the parking rangers
Improve hospital access and egress, free hospital parking, fenced playgrounds
Please build more safe bike routes
Better response to street dumping of household items in rental areas of jesmond and north
Lambton. Seizure of discarded shopping trollies in streets and on cycle ways. Better maintenance of
Cycleways in suburban areas.
Gully Pit in Daniel St was damaged more than 4 weeks ago and has not been repaired. The gully pit is
open is only protected by a Barrier Board. legs and sand bag.
Respond to correspondence. Be reactive to complaints re parking, graffiti
Really think it's about time we had a " proper" recycle Centre like Salamander recycle Centre. Truly
it's such a necessary 21st century concept that needs to be implemented in NCC asap. I would work
there full time as a volunteer! ! Come on we can do it
WE NEED FOOTPATHS ESPECIALLY AT THE JUNCTION OF BIRDWOOD STREET AND ALLAN STREET
NEW LAMBTON. COUNCIL SHOULD VISIT THE SITE AND SEE THE DANGER FOR ITS SELF WE FACE
WHEN WALKING THIS AREA. WAY TOO MUCH OVER GROWTH AND POOR COUNCIL MAINTENANCE .
THIS IS A VERY DANGEROUS AREA FOR THE ELDERLY AND SCHOOL CHILDREN WHO USE THIS AREA
ON A DAILY BASIS. WE REQUIRE A PROPER FOOTPATH AND STAIRS TO GIVE PROPER ACCESS TO THE
WET AND SLOPING TERRAIN. ACCESS TO WESTFIELD WOULD BE IMPROVED IF IT WASNT SO
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DANGEROUS TO WALK THIS WAY. I REALLY HOPE THAT YOU TAKE THIS AS A SERIOUS MATTER AND
ACT UPON THIS REQUIREMENT.
Footpaths throughout the city are generally in a disgracefull condition. Council need to seriously
address the dilapidated paths and mall infrastructure throughout the city - from east end to cooks
hill to market town. Invest in some motorised mini street sweepers to keep the malls & paths clean
on a daily basis. Widen Hunter street, remove some footpaths, to create some bike lanes, allow
vehicles to travel along the tram tracks where possible, don’t accept the existing poor traffic design
along Hunter St.
more gilbert and sullivan
public transport was found to be very difficult for someone with a mobility issue. Father in law lived
in maitland, was undergoing chemo in Newcastle, had mobility issues. Train station at Waratah has
no lift and no ramps. Very hard to cross platforms. Community transport could not cross areas, so
was hard if family could not be there to get him home or to the hospital, as the Maitland CT, was
restrictive in times and dates, and Newcastle CT refused to assist as he did not reside in area. Buses
take forever and when your sick from side affects not ideal to be on public transport anyway.
Make bike lanes next time you rip up the train line to put trams in.
N.a.
All local streets should have footpaths, having to walk on the road is unacceptable. Also, there needs
to be a pedestrian access to Richley Reserve. Currently visitors arriving on foot must walk on the
road and there is no shoulder to get out of the way of oncoming traffic. This is really dangerous
especially for kids and people with mobility issues. There should also be a pedestrian refuge to
connect the car park and shopping area at Orchardtown Road shopping precinct.
Concerned that the continued building of units increases the parking available on streets and the
increased expansion of shopping centres creates greater traffic volume. Maybe it is time to have a
good hard look at the problems in noise and disruption that is caused by this expansion and allow
residents to enjoy what they had before the sympathetic permission is given to developers.
Better parking in the city Especially to go to the Civic theatre in the evening..
That last question about disabilities didn’t make sense. I don’t get these surveys - this one in
particular asked heaps of questions about things funded with State and Federal funds. Is it about
advocacy?? Would be great too if you could publish and send us the results of these quarterly
surveys. Otherwise it just feels like I’m wasting my time. Also, unsubscribe is spelt incorrectly on the
email this survey came out with.
If you are going to have "laws / council guidelines" - (alcohol free areas, venue closure times, parking
restrictions, noise restrictions, no dogs zones etc. etc. manage these aspects to your laws and
people will follow otherwise they will do what they want, as they are doing, thus giving Newcastle an
unsafe and unsupported feel. Keep parks and facilities clean and tidy and others will "mostly"
respect what you have created. Good luck it's a tough gig!
The maritime museum needs to have extended opening hours and more funding, we are a port city
after all.
Provide service for easing problems with local extreme ‘greenies’ whose property use cause major
invasion of neighbouring properties.
Time to cross pedestrian crossings is very difficult for mobility challenged
facilities in suburbs not just for inner city council staff that will listen and act to ratepayers questions
& requests and learn where the suburbs are
Wheelchair access along all footpaths and public facilities is needed
Try to make the city more pedestrian and bike friendly
Help Newcastle by upgrading the entrance to the city, the road from Thomas St Wallsend to
Hamilton is a disgrace, presenting a very low first impression to all. The nature strips, footpaths and
centre strips are a poor reflection of our community standards. There may be issues between local
and state government and regarding who is responsible, it is our council who must take the lead and
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set a higher standard. The same stance must be taken re the speed limit along this stretch of road,
allowing the reduction of the speed limit instead of addressing the safety issues is a poor reflection
on our council. This would not be acceptable in our state capital.
Encourage more street planting of trees
Improve public transport. Access from Rankin Park is close to useless. Provide segregated bike lanes
and more bike paths.
The Council should put rate payers at the heart of every development application before approving.
It’s apparent the Council is being hoodwinked by developers and making devastating decisions for
our beautiful city this current council will live to regret forever....shame on XXX for their decisions,
Stop allowing developers free reign to build any monstrosity in low density housing areas.
Spend some money in the burbs. We need more footpaths and street lighting = health and safety.
Build some more racket courts, handball courts and basketball courts to encourage youth activity.
Every time I see a new kids playground I weep for the lack of opportunity for youth and beyond.
need to ensure that there is environmental protection of what land is left for the wildlife. need to
keep Blackbutt Reserve and have more wildlife there. Need to stop building all of the apartments.
We are losing wildlife habitat.
Bring back the Loft youth venue. Remember it's not all about the CBD and Merewether - people pay
rates in Mayfield, Wallsend, Beresfield, New Lambton etc. too.
Parking in the city is a real problem. A really progressive plan for improved public transport access
from the suburbs is needed. e.g. Re-establishing a light rail link on the Fearnley Track from Belmont
through to at least Kotara (near Westfield) would GREATLY reduce the traffic coming into the city.
There are surely many alternate options for a facility like the Fearnley track to be established
elsewhere around the city.
Reduce parking costs at Blackbutt and stop the privatisation of our public utilities. Hold an annual
Celtic music festival with camping facilities. Car racing needs a circuit elsewhere not in town. More
open air brass and orchestra events and street theatre. Flash dancing troups. A better
entertainment centre...with better seating, not the tin shed we have.
Repair the present infrastructure before commencing new projects.
stay focused on finishing the light rail and the connected bus/rail services in Newcastle CBD.
I would love to see rentable, lockers at Bar Beach; big enough to put in keys and wallet.
I'd be interested in knowing the personal and property crime stats and how they go up or down from
the previous year. I want the my neighbourhood to retain its low to medium density housing, and
not sell every piece of un-built land to apartments - especially without adequate off road parking!
We need small, local green spaces to connect with our neighbours. I want the art gallery to get the
funds it needs to expand so we can host larger exhibitions and attract tourism. And develop the
connectivity of facilities of the arts precinct. We should have a clear sightlines and green-spaces
between the art gallery/the Library/the Con, the Civic Theatre and the museum. We should leave
the old heavy rail line GREEN AND OPEN. NO BUILDINGS AT ALL. Also, can you please fix up the
treacherous footpaths in Cooks Hill? Dawson, Bruce, Corlette are especially bad between Parry and
Laman Streets.
more environmental initiatives and programs
Toilets at islington park & upgrade to the skate bowl, resurfacing & repairing footpaths & roadways
in tighes hill( they are rough as guts), higher penalties & quicker response to illegally dumped
rubbish in ferndale st, establish or support creation of a community centre in tighes hill, improved
landscaping & street gardens.
Please put some sport activity stations throughout Nikinbah Ridge park, Fletcher. We have a park
space near our house, but is is secluded and no one would want to do anything there. I don't let my
children go to play there either. Active sport stations would mean that people would engage in the
park and it wouldn't be a hang-out place for youth up to no-good.
The place is less safe and looking untidy, people are doing what they want and no one is monitoring
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things, houses are looking run down and long grass everywhere it is like a large amount of people
have stopped caring
extended public transport
I'm really keen to learn if there has been any real benefit to the community more broadly for playing
host to the SuperCars in Newcastle. I think the level of disruption that it imposes for brief period it's
run, is significant.
I think that when a rate payer makes a request for a service that when the service is completed that
they are contacted and advised the outcome. I contact NCC regularly regarding dumped rubbish,
trees to be trimmed etc. and find that either the requests are just ignored or take a couple of weeks
to be addressed - there is no feedback once you submit a request.
Please fix the broken play equipment at Richley Reserve.
fix foot paths and prune trees when needed. need to have markets have better control of their
shopping carts & quickly remove.
My/our major problem is believing in the sincerity of CoN. They destroyed our suburb for 3 months
of the year and expect me to believe that they have any other concern than that of Developer and
private interests. I support the Development of housing and apartments in Newcastle and Many of
the other activities carried out. But I do not believe that there is any real interest in consultation, it is
All thought bubbles. Eg: rail, Supercars & skate bowl at Newcastle beach. I have seen the Mayor run
Council meetings and xxx.
Communication about events is improving with Facebook. Before I would find out about events after
they were on. Have later hours for restaurants and bars so responsible people can have a drink after
midnight. As an older person, I don't want to frequent the night clubs, but would be nice to get a
drink later. Access to venues is an issue as the public transport is sporadic and there's limited parking
in the CDB. How can people support business and arts when they can't access it? I'm fortunate that I
cycle or walk to venues. For others it is a challenge.
Explain the whole truth of the bike pictures on the roads on CoN website and printed bike maps.
Do not use Newcastle dangerous “FAKE” bike lanes!”:
Do not cycle over the top of the pushbike
pictures painted on the roads because they are not bike lanes (too narrow, too close to parked cars
and not signposted). NSW Road Rules 153, 144 & 247 advise pushbiking the safe way (usually 1.5m
away from parked cars ). Read more here on UON’s Active Travel Page
newcastle.edu.au/activetravelhttp://roadsafety.transport.nsw.gov.au/stayingsafe/bicyclists/cyclingr
ules.html). Share-the-road_FINAL. UoN empowers all people with solutions to pushbike for
whatever reason pleasure, transport, recreation or holidays. We can assist you on our rides with
safer backstreet short cuts. Join Our UON Active Travel Community Bike Workshops & Find out
more! The problem with BIKE LANES is that they appear “GOVERNMENT APPROVED” but are in fact
dangerous DEATH TRAPS. They seem designed to lure cyclists into suddenly opening car doors,
narrow spaces dangerous for a cyclist in traffic risking permanent injuries and loss of life. WAR OF
CONFUSION has been started! Cyclists who stay safe by avoiding the car door cycle dash on the road
marked cycle path are jeered, at run at, beeped at suddenly scaring cyclists half to death,. this is
caused by lack of community consultation with all transport users in our community…( we have seen
how the bus project rolled out and frankly so many more failed and expensive projects in Newcastle.
Slower not faster is best when it comes to consultation) All caused by the ‘dangerous road cycle
path’ markings. The confusion has GOT TO STOP! It is courteous to pushbike in the safest part of
the lane: sometimes near gutter, sometimes middle of the lane. Many motorists think pushbikes are
being dangerous by forcing cars to do unsafe overtaking actions over to the other side of the road.
But cyclists are just lane positioning so cars pass them leaving 1m clearance. Would you run past a
pedestrian closely holding knifes out to your side? One small wobble of the pedestrian would have a
knife in their arm. But walking slowly and small bumps with other people is ok. But any small bump
between a bicyclist and a car is NOT OK. Exactly the same issue with cyclists needing 1m clearance
from a passing motorist . The sooner people learn the complex issues we can all be happy. Not road
hogs deliberately hogging the lane, just following road rule 129:
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Making certain that new community and commercial buildings are accessible to all.
I have seen people with disabilities trying to cross Carnely Ave at the lights, the Green walk lights do
not stay on long enough for them to get across, coupled with the turning arrow going off, they are
then a target for any car turning right from Orchardtown Road. As the Orchardtown Road shopping
centre and Novocastrian Park on the weekends is quite busy the traffic needs to slow down to 40
kilometres per hour from Jean Street to Carnley Ave. Parking, is a problem we have people park in
our street go to the pub for 4-6 hour come back drunk and drive off. Just one of the reasons we are
not in agreeable to the Blackbutt Hotels extended hours.
As I have rheumatoid arthritis and difficulty walking a lot of the time, and despite this, I do like to
walk as much as I can and I find that the footpaths could do with improvement.
While trying to repopulate our city to ensure our economic viability, I would hope that the
Newcastle Council and the NSW government can at least attempt to retain the liveability that is the
ultimate goal of residents in our city. That doesn't necessarily mean wifi access everywhere. It means
being able to access beaches, walkways and shopping districts without having to clamour for space
with hordes of people. Please don't turn Newcastle into another Gold Coast.
Stop taking down trees, stop allowing polluting car events to take over sensitive residential areas,
police streetscape changes by aggressive developers more seriously.
Please limit extended bar and hotel trading hours. Alcohol abuse is rife in our community
With an ageing population, Newcastle seems to have done little to meet the of the elderly. Council
needs to plan to improve accessibility for this demographic. There is little accessible parking in
Hunter St and the CBD generally. I don't go there anymore except to my GP when I have to catch a
taxi. This adds $40 onto each trip to the doctor. I feel the Council is only interested in providing
services for families and the young and fit who can walk and ride bicycles.
#when is the on demand public bus system going to be extended across Newcastle? #more regular
bus service -not just 1/hour - and a more direct route. #Why does the general manager of Newcastle
Council support a liquor license for a venue(The Station) when it is surrounded by numerous licensed
venues? Will he be supporting all such licenses for all venues in the future? Doesn’t the licensing
authority take into account the number of premises in the area? #when are areas outside the CBD
of Newcastle going to receive a fair share of rates spent in their areas? The skate park on the beach
is a terrible waste of money when there are not even public toilets at a popular park in Islington.
Areas that are further west in the Newcastle Council lack great parks with equipment for children of
all ages.
This survey took twenty five mins. So stop XXX about this or I'll never do another one. Educate
people in community housing about the effect of loud noise and associated behaviour has on other
people. Especially loud noise. If people believe that they are bettering themselves, they usually do so
wholeheartedly. Emphasizing patience and understanding. And more cycle paths. Dedicated paths. I
could find routes around town that are car free, dedicated to cyclists and pedestrians, from
Mayfield, New Lambton, Waratah and most suburbs around Newcastle. Drains can provide this car
free environment. But not all the time. Luckily, when raining most cyclists don't cycle. So drains are
no good in the rain. Then there is infrastructure along routes. What is essential? Hydration, stretch
areas, repair areas etc. Please contact me to discuss this matter further at XXXX. Thanks. I am
unemployed due to my broken leg so any opportunity to become employed would be greatly
appreciated. Mountain biking brings in millions if the trails are advertised and maintained.
Employment for trail workers, building accommodation, bike mechanics, people with physical
disabilities can become employed and trained in many diverse fields. I have two more ideas.
More parking and sensible options for people working but also living in the city. Too many 2
bedroom apartments with only 1 carpark space which causes on street parking problems of a night
and this is going to spread to the middle and west end of the city over the next couple of years.
You could remove poker machines from pubs and promote family friendly live music
extend shared cycleways and foothpaths
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We have to leave for 2 weeks each year during the v8 race to avoid the parking issues, the
frustration of high council rates for no council support in terms of getting some win win for the
local.. Our section of Scott St is a shambles....v8 related spray can markings on our pavements, loss
of mature pine trees, less efficient street parking, fast cars accelerating on our section. Highly
frustrating especially when there are so many young families with children who move here to
embrace living outdoors in the neighbourhood rather than being cooped up indoors.
Plenty forewarning so we can medicate to go out..2 weeks at least Not peak hour travel. Wallsend
Fair parking was shocking. Lots of waste of space disabled people could have used at every access
Road. Open that park at plattsburgh for parking. Lots more courtesy seating. Conduct meetings
events etc. as it time when numerous messages can be done on the one trip..Stop regulating us too
much. Pencils art supposed to be our nanny. You're not even a layer of government 1988
referendum reminder to you. Consider events, meetings features accenture for Solo people... Quit
telling us family or assuming we have family. Allow library access to computers for more than an
hour. Great can't even get a quote in that hour as well as the four million other things. Technology
for seniors expo.. / support... Not just beginners... That's for the evolving things like Instagram and
clouds and other introductions. Ability to email a library or Council with a document, and get it
posted, or at least printed for us.. Cheaper printing at libraries Officeworks half your price or less,
but there aren't enough Officeworks.
The old Life Without Barriers building and tennis courts bring down the whole National Park
precinct.
As newspapers etc. are declining advertising for sport, cultural events, visiting "celebrities" could be
highlighted on TV if possible to a dedicated time slot for "what's on" or "coming events".
More safe walking trails in the area.
Continuing upgrading and cleaning of beaches and sporting venues.
More floral gardens in parks.
More functions in parks.
Become an open and transparent organisation, without using terms like 'Commercial in confidence'
when reporting on reasons for decision making. It is our money you are spending, and we have a
right to know, & understand why decisions are made, or better still provide real community
consultation before decisions are made to ensure the communities opinions, & view are being met.
It appears more often decisions are made to benefit developers, and State, & Federal Governments.
Please keep trying to add & connect safe cycle ways.
Ensure trees & gardens are part of new private & public developments - the current developments
seem to be severely lacking green space.
More pop up stalls
Keep my neighbourhood Safe from Drunks and Domestic on the streets.
I still do not agree with the location of the tram along Hunter Street. The opportunity to include the
tram in an inclusive transport with vehicles, for whatever reason was lost. Trams work well with foot
traffic all through Europe, but not Newcastle.
The finished product though is well done.
Don’t build a skatepark on the sand!
need to pay more attention to accessibility in general - you are not always getting it right. Hunter St
is disgraceful but that is not your fault. More people with a disability are living as part of our
community Council needs to be as inclusive as possible
Additional accessible parking spaces, require businesses to keep accessible parks clear (often bins
are put in the accessible spot), meaningful regular engagement, require event organisers to seek
input regarding events held in public spaces (including Olive Tree Market)
No
The Clocktower mall is no longer a safe place. Drugs are traded in the public toilet at the back of the
Clocktower cafe. There are sometimes aggressive incidents in the mall due to people taking drugs or
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people unable to get them. The public are afraid to respond because of threat of violent retribution.
These incidents are spasmodic but it is getting worse.
1. I would love to ride my bike around more parts of Newcastle, however, I only feel comfortable
doing so where cars are separate from bikes. At present there are too many places where bikes only
have options on the road. Further, new areas of road, such as the developments in Llewellyn Street
are not being undertaken with bikes in mind.
2. More trees and green spaces. I like walking around Newcastle whenever possible and I find from
October to March this is often limited by a lack of shade. There are numerous areas (such as the
path through the park at the Junction) or around many suburban streets where there is no shade. In
many places there is only concrete. Given the likely future environment we face with temperatures
in Summer increasing, I would like to see Newcastle preparing public spaces and walkways to deal
with this heat through more trees, green space and sunshades.
3. Current developments in Merewether are appalling. Council seems to be approving a sea of grey
boxes. It is becoming one of the most aesthetically revolting suburbs in Newcastle. The suburb is
losing its character. Further, as they are all giant concrete boxes they are adding to the heat sink in
the area as we are losing green space. There are dreadful issues with access to properties, as few are
built with rear access. The suburb is being slowly closed in with big thick concrete front fences, this
lessens the sense of community and looks awful. In other LGA's front fences of this kind are actually
banned and it would make the places a lot nicer.
4. As there is far less green space in Merewether, there is also a need for more public spaces, such as
parks and gardens.
5. Dogs at Merewether Baths is a big issue. Better and larger signage is needed as well as stricter
enforcement. I have been in the change rooms when people bring their dogs in there, which is
totally unacceptable. Also, when the children's pool is empty people take their dogs in there offleash, they defecate and then the pool is filled for children to swim in. People also bring their dogs
down and have them in the very confined space between the two pools, which is just not
appropriate in the area.
6. I absolutely hate having the Supercars taking up the CBD. It places unreasonable burdens on
residents to leave their premises. The noise is unacceptable and it does not go with Newcastle trying
to strike an image as a sustainable and forward thinking city.
7. I support Council allowing gardens on the verge
safe cycle ways that connect
public transport that is a genuine alternative to driving
Traffic flow and parking have been adversely changed in my area. Hard to park to visit local doctor,
physio and chemist. Takes more time to travel anywhere. Construction everywhere and no warning
about one way streets or removal of parking spots. Can't easily take public transport to where we
need to go. Footpaths closed and trip hazards everywhere! Poor or narrow ramps off footpaths
make it dangerous to use a walking frame or pram. Can't even find disabled parking any more.
It so wrong that so many parking spaces have been removed because of the ridiculous light rail that
has been introduced to the city. If council wants people not to drive into the city, why has the
council omitted to build secure parking stations near the rail and light rail interchange? I also have
to say that the access for dropping passengers off at the interchange is the most ridiculous bit of
planning I have ever seen in a city the size of Newcastle. The members of the planning team in
Newcastle Council should be ashamed of themselves for allowing this ridiculous lack access to be
introduced.
Be more open to constructive criticism of various activities promoted in our LGA - e.g. Supercars or
Light rail or Public Transport
Just because someone or some people disagrees with a particular activity or installation such as
Supercars or Light Rail or Public Transport doesn't mean that they are wrong or 'wingers', most
people in our community really want the best for our community.
Please be more nuanced with your responses to community concerns, life isn't only black and white
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there are many shades of grey. PS - this survey took nearly 25 minutes for a considered response not
10 minutes as suggested at the beginning!
Go green like lake mac, recycle all green waste as compost. Go plastic free Use items play
equipment or seating/tables made from recycled plastic
Recycle glass to be used as sand In road works etc. as done by Lismore council, possibly in
conjunction with other councils to made more affordable, if Lismore can do this so can Newcastle
More flowers in our parks. Ensure beach toilets are clean. Provide shade over beach tables at Bar
Beach. Quieter garbage collection in CBD. More yellow lighting in Watt street and Shortand
Esplanade.
Ensure that all trees lining footpaths are prunes so as they do not pose a threat to the eyes of the
blind. Many blind were sunglasses purely for eye protection
stop being so car-centric in your planning. This city needs affordable housing with NO garaging. Zero.
Car-free. Bike-centric. I'm sure one or two of you there have travelled enough to know what I mean.
Improve cycling infrastructure, including linkages between existing cycle paths, and support driver
education.
remove unregistered cars on streets in the area
Better parking. There are restrictions around our home which force employees to park in my street.
This means residents can’t park in front of their houses. Remove the restrictions from Mary street
and George street and sheddon street Islington/Wickham this will solve the problem.
Remove paid parking at Newcastle beach, leave timed parking it should be free to access the beach.
St Vinnies at Islington is a community health hazard with the amount of dumped bedding and
furniture and other refuse in Power street. It is an eyesore, devalues the area and this drop off
donation aspect is not helpful to destitute people at all. The current drop off donation aspect of the
facility should be closed down as it is pointless and a danger to people walking on the street. What
about introducing appointment only drop offs to ensure quality donations which are not dumped on
the street? The community service ‘volunteers’ just sit out the back and smoke cigarettes all day,
ogle at the residents and look in residents vehicles windows until their time is served. Not good for
the community at all.
The Council should remove bus-layovers from Church Street and place these near King Edward Park
Extension of the Newcastle Art Gallery - beneficial to citizens of Newcastle and a drawcard for
visitors.
Lack of inner city parking is a major issue. If we don't want cars in the city centre and are expected to
use public transport (at huge cost) where are we supposed to leave our vehicles? Outside private
residences and diminish their quality of living!
I had to assist a vision impaired man to walk from Civic Park into the entrance of "NUSPACE" last
week and I realised just how challenging that journey was for his with a stick. The shape of the
garden beds beside King Street and the temporary fencing proved problematic as well as the sliding
glass entrance doors.
Could you fix Wall Lane North Lambton? There are 9 dwellings and at least 20 potholes, no drainage
and no kerbs. Sad reflection on how Council treats the poor people streets in the Council area.
I know things are happening around town, I am just not up on day to week events
Better promotion of events. The NCC calendar is overwhelmingly ongoing commercial enterprises
and is not useful as an events calendar. It needs to be limited to short term / once off events only.
Better parking management - Frequent accidents on McCaffery Drive due to poor on street parking
zones interrupting right hand turns.
Please get state government to address Lookout Road - it is terrible. Emergency vehicles cannot get
into John Hunter Hospital, there are accidents (fatal and non fatal regularly), the traffic is at gridlock
regularly and it is a nightmare for the local community. In the time I have lived here, it has become
astronomically worse.
Improved public transport (bus routes) and increased parking availability. Provide more off road
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bike lanes. Increase funding for outer suburb infrastructure maintenance and upgrade.
Some mental health services are helpfully grouped together in the CBD. This is great. However,
accessing them by public transport is very difficult. We live in Maryville, where the only transport
option is an hourly bus. This is woeful for a city suburb (bus frequency hasn’t increased in 16 years)
and means our son is totally dependent on me to drive him to regular appointments and to school. I
work full time which makes this extremely difficult.
*ensure ALL footpaths have safe ramp access across roads for wheelchairs, mobility aides
* improve pavements in city centre and Newcastle ocean baths and other public facilities that pose a
trip-hazard for the elderly and whose with impaired mobility
Footpaths need to be on both sides of streets in neighbourhood . Moate st Georgetown - the road
slopes down into the gutter at such an angle that the driver side door closes immediately , and is
near impossible to get out vehicle before closes on legs . This street has been tarred a few times in
the past 20 years but the problem is never fixed .
More disability parking and activities for Seniors in the community
please address the parking by in residential streets around bar beach /cooks hill area by city workers
this problem is huge there is nowhere for residents to park
Provide more parking in the city. Expand the light rail route. Lower building heights. Provide more
parks and open spaces for all the people about to live in all the new apartments. Upgrade the foot
path in National Park Street, Newcastle West opposite Spotlight. The foot path is uneven and
difficult to negotiate especially for people with walking frames. Protect the heritage buildings in the
area. Install fly overs at Adamstown railway station and Stewart Avenue at Wickham interchange to
improve road safety and traffic conditions. Adhere to current lock out laws regarding alcohol serving
in order to continue reducing deaths and assaults that result from extended operating hours.
Rehabilitate Stockton Beach
Removal of nuisance trees and graffiti. Better maintenance of council property.
Free access to all council events for low income people & recycle bins in public places.
Listen to the people, don’t turn Newy into a concrete jungle and preserve natural environments as
they are priceless.
The trams are a big waste of money and a smokescreen for state government corruption. Be smart,
cunning and leave something for our future generations to be proud of rather than sell out to the
lowest bidder for your own career progression.
I no longer use public transport to go to Newcastle city are. This is because there is no direct bus
from suburban New Lambton (Orchardtown Road area and Bridges Road) to Newcastle city. Bus
terminates at Broadmeadow station and then I would need to walk to Broadmeadow main street to
catch another bus. Alternative is to catch a train into Newcastle - delay in waiting. Not worth the
trouble, especially in the rain. Poor decision by planners.
I would like to see the expansion of designated motorcycle parking spaces. There are many places in
streets where cars won't fit but a couple of motorcycles would. Many of the designated motorcycle
spaces are full by the time I arrive so I sometimes need to take up an entire car space. I would prefer
to leave my car at home and ride my motorcycle if there were more motorcycle spaces .
More public art and associated creative place activation opportunities that effectively connect with
what is of interest and delights the people of Newcastle and its visitors. An Aboriginal Cultural centre
that connects residents and visitors to culture and the environment. A 'Smart City' convention centre
to attract corporate tourism (which will also raise income-generation opportunities for cultural and
creative workers in Newcastle).
Construction of the light rail has resulted in the removal of much motorcycle parking in the city.
Motorcycles cannot use street meter parking legally. Can no longer ride into the city as there are
frequently no vacant motorcycle parking spaces. Plenty of parking for push bikes and cars.
Motorcycle parking takes up much less space than car parking (6 bikes to each car space) yet I have
to drive the car whenever I need to go to the city. Is meter income the sole consideration of Council?
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Better management of the coastal environment
It would be nice to have a footpath on my side of the road. It makes it hard to try and walk
anywhere
1. there are no bicycle lanes at all in Hunter St and you have only just finished designing it-improve
that
2.There is no accessible parking for civic theatre, the Town Hall- improve that
3.Since you approved Surfhouse building at Merewether it is impossible for swimmers to get a park
to use the pool-get the owners to put in an underground car park for their patrons and only let the
swimmers park there, and get the dogs off the southern end of Merewether baths
4. You could value planning for people above commerce and get XXXXX right out of the plan
5. You could have asked these questions ten years ago instead of ruining the city and then asking
them
All the reasons, convenience ,access, safety, low rise building for living here have been stolen by
your greed in the past five years.
You should feel shame, but you will just say you are new to the job and someone else did that.
Do something to reduce peak time traffic congestion to outer suburbs e.g. Minmi that were grossly
inadequately planned
Please implement the composting in the green bins as soon as possible.
periodic kerbside collection. Miss being able to put out household rubbish. Can't get to the tip and
work doesn't allow me to organise in advance to have a pick up outside the house. Would be great
to have central skip bins or go back to council clean up.
the litter on the Hunter expressway on the approaches to/ exits from Newcastle is the worst I have
seen anywhere. Why is it so bad? The same does not apply on the Newcastle to Sydney Freeway. I
travel this road every weekend. I have never seen or heard any official comments on it. It is an
embarrassment and a terrible indictment on Novocastrians. Is there a bureaucratic reason for the
lack of cleanup facilities, given of course, that the users are responsible?
Other than a campaign to change this behaviour, and given that the design of the otherwise fabulous
expressway, ( the speed of traffic and danger to anyone or group who might volunteer to clean it) it
would seem that it is an insurmountable problem. Is it because the Hunter Expressway does not fall
into a particular bureaucratic government department which might have regular maintenance?
Never cut a community off and handover ownership of a community to an outside business in the
way that Supercars has in Newcastle east. This has been done with a total disregard for the people
that live in the community. My husband was very debilitated with terminal cancer at the time of the
event last year and the additional stress and challenges of access this created was truly awful. These
communities are not just streets - there are people in these houses living lives with all of its
unexpected challenges - we are not all privileged whingers as council likes to portray us - we are real
families facing genuine struggles and to have an outside business walk in and rule our streets for
months is unacceptable. I would like to see how the Lord Mayor would feel about her decision if her
husband was dying and could barely walk and access to her front door was fenced off and he was
forced to walk a long distance to access his home after a day of chemotherapy all while his children
looked on at the pain he was going through.
This was just my personal situation, however there are so many more stories behind the doors of
this community and people who have suffered great stress all to benefit a big outside business and
get the Lord Mayors face on the television. It honestly disgusts me. Not only for my community here
in Newcastle East, but for all the people who come from everywhere to enjoy this part of their town
- who for that period cannot access it due to roads being cut off for months and parking being taken
away.
Real ways to attract more visitors to NEWCASTLE while also improving the lives of those who live
here...
1. Bike lanes - make a cycle friendly city that residents can enjoy and visitors will love
2. Improve our parks
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3. More music and cultural events
These things will make NEWCASTLE a happier city to live in and visit
Any steps towards being more environmentally friendly are a positive for me.
Working towards and strongly lobbying for a much more user friendly and coordinated public
transport system to cater for an ageing population and families with young children across the
Hunter.
Safe cycleways into the city (link fernleigh) and around the city, faster train, better public transport,
investment in libraries, investment in programs for youth such as creativity workshops, mindfulness,
writing and arts.
Smoking signs and bins. I am not a smoker but I see so many that just toss their cigarettes on the
ground as there are not enough bins. A way to manage this, especially with more people coming into
city centre should be considered :)
more usable bike riding routes
A coordinated approach between Council and energy Australia to tree trimming to get rid of
unsightly and dangerous trees, and to get rid of the Council’s obsession with filling every spare space
with greenery that does not get maintained. In fact, the Council appears to do a shoddy job
maintaining its assets generally. Try to keep a lid on XXX. Every time he is quoted he sounds like a
power crazed despot
Better access to parking in cbd. Why does king street car park need to close at night? Community
access to indoor pool would be good.
You could actually clean up from Supercars. It’s downright dangerous! The trip hazards, confusing
traffic signs, faded pedestrian crossings, blocked views from fencing, all still there! What isn’t this a
priority? What about all that money it’s supposed to be bringing in?
Safer walking and cycling infrastructure increases road safety generally by reducing congestion,
slowing traffic and protecting vulnerable road users. It also works to improve both physical and
mental health outcomes, and is highly beneficial to the retail economy as it activates places. It is a
very high priority within our community, and requires significantly higher funding and planning
resources.
Improve footpaths and pedestrian crossings in city, especially Pacific Street footpath, and Bolton
Street pedestrian crossing at King St (non existent, but bus stop is in West side of Bolton).
Fix the potholes and provide more facilities closer to the people who use them. Bus transport needs
to be more regular. Off leash parks need to be fenced and not on the edges of the community.
Newcastle needs a Better Streets Plan. We need to upgrade footpaths. The use of asphalt as
footpaths not only looks unsightly and cheap it is not good for the environment or mobility or safety.
Too many footpaths are rough, hot and do not allow for water management, services and the
removal of power poles. Streets need to be light in colour to stop heat island effects. More trees and
planting needs to be installed. Pedestrian bubbles should be used prolifically. Opportunities for
alfresco dining needs to be included on streets like Darby St. Bike paths need to be included and
clearly marked. More bike parking posts needs to be included everywhere.

A published mater plan of the city that clearly shows the proposed/desired areas/services such as;
economic zones, bike lanes, parks, shopping precincts, etc, would go a long way towards allowing a
cohesive city that develops logically. Developers will build the city if there is a plan/strategy. While
the DCP helps it does not set out a clear proposal or desired plan.
FOOTPATHS, PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS, FOUR WAY STOP SIGNS would make our community a
perfect suburb to reside in. The lowering of the speed limit to 40 kph off main road areas would be
appreciated, especially because we are walking on roads due to lack of concrete FOOTPATHS. There
ARE suburbs in the NCC area besides Newcastle East/West, Merewether, Hamilton & The Junction.
More parking stations, more bike paths,
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Stop over-developing C.O.N with apartment buildings!
More people friendly park spaces in the City & ensure Mall is kept car-free or at least 20kmh - & a
cycle lane in the Mall
Beautify the city & suburbs with more trees & indigenous plants!
A lot of money is being spent in Carrington - what about other suburbs??? Eg Beaumont & Darby
Streets - they are starting to look ‘tacky’ & need something to give them uumph - big planters boxes
or ??
More live music events! Definitely more free car park spaces to encourage people to visit CBD &
support the local businesses that are struggling due to light rail work & Supercars infrastructure!
Also Christmas lights decorations - where are they?? Poor excuse for a Tree in Civic - you need to
bring the experts in to install some fabulous light structures - or go visit Japan for inspiration!!
Please try & retain the Tower Cinema - when all those hundreds of apartments are built - where will
people go to the cinema - not Kotara - we need a smaller art house cinema in the CBD!
Better facilities for homeless people too!
Get rid of Supercars!!
More bike tracks. Especially, the rail corridor needs to become a cycleway. More of leash dog areas.
Clean up Beaumont street. It’s disgustingly filthy (blood, vomit, and urine stains every week. Rubbish
litters the street, I’ve never seen a street sweeper in 3 years I’ve been here and it’s full of
unsavoury characters loitering around harassing everyone, drinking & using drugs in full view of
passers by... Businesses are losing customers, there’s no police presence (unless they’re writing
tickets to cars) day or night. The place is just overrun and out of control.
The city is becoming less accessible and our use age has changed...freedom of access to shared bike
pedestrian paths has diminished as has parking opportunities in order to use the city. We now go
elsewhere
Provide a lot more car parking areas or car parking stations for public use
More amenity improvements to outer suburbs
PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE be more considerate of the enormous negative impact that Supercars has on
the entire suburb of Newcastle East which is locked inside the track. The miles of concrete barriers,
road closures, cancelled public transport, lack of parking and the dangerous noise levels caused by
this intrusive event have forced us to leave our home for several weeks each year to avoid
psychological and physical damage. We have to close our business in Scott Street for 10 days and
pay for accommodation outside the Newcastle LGA. This causes both a business loss / disruption and
a personal financial loss.
Forseshore park has been locked up for weeks providing free storage for Supercars and the ugly
concrete barriers and fencing along the foreshore and around the beaches continues to be very
difficult to navigate for weeks prior to and after the event.
You must prioritise the re-installation of pedestrian crossings as a high priority .. someone will be run
over as drivers speed through the sort of, nearly, used to be crossings without slowing down ...
Get rid of the mayor and the CEO and go into administration to get the mess sorted out
Community consultation
remove the newcastle 500 terrible event that has had a negative impact on everyone in my
community especially the frail, children and prevented all usual activities of cultural significance. A
private car rate payer/tax payer funded polluting car race is NOT a cultural event. Our human rights
have been eroded by the act and the council's complicity and approval of the event.
Relocate the Newcastle 500 to an appropriate area. The current site is an appalling choice and I say
that as a visitor to Newcastle East, not resident.
This survey should be read and acted upon. I have grave reservations that it will simply be deleted
because I have said some negative things. I would like to see the outcomes for the survey published
together with the questions and majority answers. I have a strong sense that NCC gives very little
attention to the community. As a council representing the businesses and residents of the CBD and
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East End (the real one NOT the home units) you have completely failed in your duties, in favour of a
private corporate enterprise. You do not have the courage to publish actual figures regarding the
economic impact on the city and cannot acknowledge the harm you are causing to it and its
businesses and residents in your embrace of corporate greed. I refer to the unbridled home unit
explosion, deprivation of parking, abandonment, literally of the CBD, the light rail fiasco
(construction and faulty design and location) and the idiocy of Supercars occupying the City for 9
weeks of each year. At a time of acute public concern about climate change, you advertise
"Australian Coal" and host an event that generates so much pollution. Is there any other city in
Australia where residents are sealed up in their homes by corporate vampires for three days so a car
race can pass within metres of their doors? What will it take for you to come to your senses? Even
the Liberal Party is starting to recognise the concern over climate change.
Roll out the cycleway network ASAP. Encourage children to ride to school, and people to ride to
work. Get cars off the road . As our population increases our roads are becoming congested. The
cost of roads is expensive compared to cycleways (separated).
Get people’s caravans and trailers off the streets - they park them all year except for the 4 weeks
they go away. This is not right.
Please provide safe (off-road) bike access throughout the LGA.
There needs to be more flat level mobility car parking spaces
None
Never take away the free parking at the beaches. Please please add more parking in town so that
people can visit the museum and gallery with small children easily. Don’t make the inner city only for
people who live there... parking is key.
Sign a longer contract with Supercars to keep the money rolling in and promoting our city
worldwide, if you think other cities aren't waiting for Newcastle to drop the ball.
Living in the city centre there has been a loss of facilities over the last couple of years but also in the
years before e.g. loss of David Jones from town.
Don't destroy our community for 3 months of the year. Return Newcastle East to all the visitors who
used to enjoy the parks, beaches and pools from October to December, including participants in the
many sporting events, weddings and other family/community/lifestyle activities who have been
driven away by Supercars and the destruction of the beautiful natural environment. Give local
businesses their livelihood again!
Please make sure there are curved paths for wheel chair accessibility
Please ensure that new DAs required disabled toilets and ramps where necessary
Please be an inclusive city that provides a safe environment for wheelchairs
Please support local community groups to be inclusive of disabled children
Up keep of footpaths. Fix twisted uneven trip hazard ones from tree routes etc.. Finish ones and
make sure they have road access- drop down for wheelchair and pram access.
Improve/ spend money on fixing up parks and play areas in Mayfield west. This is all existing
infrastructure that has not been maintained. By fixing it would be the world of difference.
General maintenance of streetscapes, roads and parks. Better lighting. More $ spent on areas other
than coastal areas.
Programs to enrich Newcastle’s heratige by blending our modern ambitions with our history and
embedded novocastrian culture.
Of leash option for dogs at more parks. Waratah is big enough to accommodate, for example.
Better markings/signage on cycleways and shared paths. Shared paths in some areas in particular
could be improved with lane markings (lambton park, uni). This would help pedestrians too in active
areas. Some intersections on main cycleways are confusing for cyclists as they are bit clearly marked,
for example, shared paths or bike lanes end with no further direction on how to navigate through
intersection (Howe/Croudace St Lambton, Turton/Newcastle Rd Broadmeadow).
Including food waste in rubbish collection and soft plastics in recycling.
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The Skate park on Newcastle beach to be rebuilt where it is and not on the sand.
We need to unite our Newcastle community and not divide and talk down to people in regard to the
changes taking part in our city. Our leaders should be building up their support through positive
leadership. There have been too many arrogant put downs of those Novocastrians who aren't that
wrapped in the pace and manner of the changes. E.g. The Supercars event, the tram, the never
ending building of apartments. Anyone who is not supportive is labelled a whinger by our General
Manager. Our leaders need to be prepared to represent all those in our great city.
Please improve public transport and autonomous bike paths and consider climate change in all
planning (so build shade etc into everything!).
Review the City's policy of entertainment over heritage and environment. Rid the city of the
Supercars Event, review the decision to close the Newcastle Maritime Museum. Develop a historic
precinct in the Newcastle East area that is a tourist attraction day in day out, year in year out.
Place the aboriginal community at the centre of discussions in formulating a presence in the
Horseshoe Beach area. Incorporate the history of the defence of the City at Fort Scratchly as part of
a historic zone. Look to placing the Newcastle Maritime Museum on top of the surf boat storage
sheds at Horseshoe Beach, including a home for one of the pioneers of life saving in Australia,
Victoria 2.
Develop the former Newcastle Railway Station as a venue for hospitality, open markets.
Integrate the elements of food a walk in a historic precinct with the City of Newcastle's most
dominate feature as an attraction The Port of Newcastle, a working harbor.
Stop approving the building of high rise towers as a surfers paradise type cityscape sucks the life out
of a city - keep our community as charming and elegant- not brash and glitzy like Sydney- we are a
large country town with stunning beaches that need to be completely accessible for our whole
community- we want opportunities to get to know our neighbourhoods and communities facilitated
by council- cafe at the art gallery to encourage wider use of gallery and library-move the car race to
a better venue- personally I love car racing but refuse to go on principle that it denies the whole
community access to our city and homes for many many weeks of the year- focus on renewable
energy- plant more trees- increase community festivals and advertise them highly to encourage
participation- more artworks around the city- more playgrounds for children- build city squares with
seating and water features to provide aesthetically pleasing and restful and accessible communal
meeting spaces for the elderly- provide housing with dignity for the homeless and safe injection
rooms for drug addicted persons- provide financial incentives for preserving our heritage buildings
and cityscape which is unique- increase support for fostering health and wellbeing of the whole
community- invite city design innovators to meet with council and community for ideas about how
to create a city that works for us all
None
you could enforce the space rules for outdoor eating places. You could maintain open access to
paths and parks and beaches for 12 months of the year.
more attention to suburban areas, repairing roads and footpaths. The bus service was more reliable
and frequent before it was privatised. The lack of parking spaces in the city for those with disability
stickers.
improved lighting in streets and elimination of uneven paths etc. in side streets of CBD
increased disability parking spaces
More affordable activities for children along the foreshore
Stop ruining Newcastle East. Have respect for the historical area. The community is being decimated.
Build communities not destruct them.
I would love to see more support for cycling as a means of transportation. More bike paths.
Put cables underground
Stop funding Supercars races, which breach every standard of community health and safety, which
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have nothing to do with provision of services to ratepayers, and which invite uncouth loutish
behaviour into our city streets,
Get rid of Supercars. It is costing council and ratepayers undisclosed amounts of money. It is
dangerous for residents and causes huge stress. Being locked inside the precinct is unfair. Reimburse
residents with rate rebates and parking permit rebates. Provide residents with alternative
accommodation for their families and pets, and provide parking close to residential address. If it is
such an economic windfall, then provide residents with compensation. Clean the precinct
immediately after the event and remove the barricades more quickly. Get rid of port-loos from near
people's homes. Protect the park form damage. Plant the hundreds of trees you promised. Fix the
footpaths like you promised. Put hooning prevention measures in place. Compensate the small
businesses for their losses due to the event. Turn the 'smart' poles into smart poles. Plant street
trees in the East End. Provide traffic calming measures to establish a more pedestrian friendly
environment.
Safe cycling paths could do something great to the city!
Please consider more cycle paths and public transport (airport frequency!) around the city.
Pull ya fingers out and get off sitting on ya hands and open the Footpaths along Stewart avenue /
Pacific Hwy Newcastle west past car lovers carwash so pedestrians and the disabled can access the
Newcastle interchange!
Appalling council with poor quality leadership and regard for ratepayers and business
Keep maintaining them, especially waste bins and grass cutting.
Get connected with outer suburbs Newcastle isn’t just the coastal suburbs - we moved from Sydney
for a better lifestyle and have been bitterly disappointed
Install shower out door units at Nobbys. Like the one at Merewether ( has 4 nozzles and a foot wash)
More basketball courts/hoops in public spaces for recreation
I think my answers were only from my age group and cultural beliefs, and could not possibly reflect
answers received from different age and cultural groups. So, perhaps your next questionnaire could
ask for age groups, and cultural activities that require specific facilities and services?
I know you cannot do everything but I like the direction the NCC has been going in the last 5 years.
NCC has been delivering. How to improve - keep doing what you are doing. I think to gather a larger
input would be good - I do not know if the whole community knows how to join this survey list.
Monitoring how people park in the suburbs e.g. across drive ways too close to corners can be
dangerous
We need more and more frequent public transport. I suggest an electric bike docking station at
McDonald Jones stadium.
Access to NDIS Services needs improvement
Stop the onslaught of developers.
Council should ensure areas within LGA are kept clean and free of rubbish. Recently area around
Carrington Foreshore was a disgrace with bulk waste littering footpaths for weeks. Improve parking
for cess to areas near Arrington boatsheds and Foreshore areas. Saturday mornings are hectic in
Summer.
importantly I’d like to see fully fenced off leash dog areas established. Many residents are dog
owners and I cannot understand why Lake MAC can be progressive and responsive to residents
needs in regard this issue whilst NCC drags the chain.
Large amounts of money have been spent along coastal areas - beach, harbour, etc. however a large
rate paying population live in outer fringes i.e. Maryland, Fletcher, etc. I strongly believe that more
community services are needed in this area with a large younger population. Young people in these
areas must be catered for as public transport remains poor and there is a real lack of facilities for
young people i.e. cinemas, entertainment complex.
More disabled access ramps at corners, clear ways within shopping areas for wheelchairs and
walkers, no obstructions, policing of disabled parking permit holders and requirement for them, with
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regard to personal need.
More consultation on recreational park space upgrades
Please coordinate construction sites and road works in the CBD, to avoid the daily traffic chaos.
And please establish a reliable and "understandable" public transporting system (with fast routes,
connecting inner city main destinations) and instruct/teach your bus drivers so they are able to give
clear and helpful advice to the passengers.
More walkability! More frequent public transport. Promotion of precincts, events, community
Discontinue Supercars. It is a blight on our city.
I think it would help if there was somewhere to advertise all activities, community groups, and such
in each suburb, together with contact details, activity dates and times, etc. This could be via a
letterbox drop, shop window display, notice in local library, etc. I'm sure there are activities taking
place, but unless they are made public nobody hears of them.
No
no
Fenced dog areas away from children's play equipment
Better patrols of dog owners behaviour on the coastal strip i.e. dog poo and dogs around food areas
Can't think of anything "off-hand"
The city has gone backwards since the heavy rail line was cut and Newcastle East is being used as a
racetrack.
Newcastle Council and the Sydney Government are responsible for very poor vision, arrogance and a
narrow mindset of "development at all costs". Shame on both.
Make Council more transparent in terms of where rates go.
Recognize the need for more trees and gardens as it is well known to be beneficial for physical and
mental health reasons. Consider town planning that recognizes that increased accommodation
brings increased pressure on resources.
Improved access ways for wheelchairs strollers etc.
Car parking in the city could/needs to be a lot better. New developments must be made to include a
lot more parking. Our city is moving forward in a great way, I just worry people will be turned off
because of parking.
Looking forward to the light rail starting, I think it's great for our city, hopefully it will expand to
travel out to other suburbs to create a good network. Again I would worry about parking at either
end of the line.
More and better disabled parking and access to city premises particularly since the road changes
with the light rail which now leaves large areas completely inaccessible for people with limited
mobility who have absolutely no option but to use private transport .
PLEASE stop cutting down trees
Stockton is unique in it's location but has been ignored by council & other organisations who
concentrate their efforts on Mereweather, Newcastle East ,Carrington & the like . If only these
organisations realised the value of Stockton to tourism - tourists all love to take the quick 4 min ferry
, only to be SO disappointed at the lack of facilities & general poor quality of our Main Street ( it's
visually ugly & yet all the money is being spent in those suburbs previously mentioned) Stockton is a
goldmine waiting to be discovered & nurtured !!
More trees in the Newcastle/Newcastle East area's. Cctv of Newcastle East and Newcastle to return
and catch drug dealers and hoons.
Please return the rubbish bins to Fletcher Park in town where I like to picnic overlooking the beach
with my dog. We need bins!!! I don't like sharing my lunch in the vicinity of her used poo bags
because there are no bins within cooey to put the bags in!!
Enforce privacy screens on new multi-storey buildings where they "overlook" neighbours.
Why has the rejuvenation of Beresfield cbd , come 25 years too late and taken an inordinate long
time to complete
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create volunteer opportunities to maintain our parks in the Maryland area
The closure of Civic and Newcastle rail stations has made access to public transport really difficult for
me as I can’t walk far or fast. I used to be able to walk slowly to Civic and catch the train to Sydney
for work once a week. Now I have to get a lift in a car to Wickham or Hamilton which is time
consuming and a nuisance to others. Even when the light rail opens it will significantly add to the
time I am travelling because of waiting for trains and connections.
More frequent newsletters (email) but more importantly, more frequent community events or
activities. Compare us to Maitland, who have an event every month, at the Levee. We could do that
on the Foreshore, with intensive public transport including ferry, even a tourist ferry to Port
Stephens. You managed to move a lot of people around for the Supercars, why not other times of
the year. Don't worry about the Nimby's in Newcastle East, the rest of Newcastle would love it. Put
markets and exhibitions there instead of the Entertainment Centre and use our natural beauty.
Some permanent children's rides and activities with lots more shade. You will soon have the Post
Office restored, already using the old Newcastle Station, King Edward Park under-utilised,
Shepherd's Hill will soon be restored; Nobbys Headland, Foreshore Park (especially Tramsheds,) and
Stockton foreshore all possible venues. Don't make the Foreshore an exclusive enclave because
they'll gradually force closures of amenities, e.g. Brewery bands not allowed on Sundays. The Mall
should not lose any more retailers to facilitate apartment developments. The foreshore is already
full of older, wealthier residents who want to shut down younger people's activities. (By the way I'm
61 but I'm not complaining about pubs/clubs. We need a vibrant culture, not a retirement village
mentality.) And PLEASE provide more parking and/or weekend park & ride options, not just for
weekday business hours.
Get a decent XXXX!
Timed parking near ocean baths 30mins parks closer but not disabled. To enable the elderly to have
a short therapeutic swim without a hike.
Please let us know the results of the surveys. I completed a survey about dogs and access to off-lead
parks. Where are the results published and can we take dogs off-lead at Learmonth Park?
Don't set up facilities to fail e.g the Newcastle Railway Station.
After the 18 month period has past we will see the REAL PICTURE
Get rid of the car race. It is a stupid imposition on the people of Newcastle.
Construction of a footpath on both sides of the road to access public transport and to link to the
footpath in the adjoining street to avoid walking on the road which is currently a safety issues for
residents.
Having concrete footpaths in our streets instead of uneven grass or dirt surfaces that the only way to
move is on the roadway where it is marked for cycles.
Stop multi unit developments on suburban blocks. Changing the face of suburbs.
During the light rail and supercars disruption, it was impossible to safely cross the road and use
many footpaths. Lack of parking made it very difficult to access our home or have visitors/carers
attend our home. There needs to be better shade on streets and parkland, instead of cutting down
all the trees. It is very hot on the road and footpath without the shade. The bus from wickham
station to the CBD is really inefficient and there is no seating to wait for the 110 bus at the station.
The bus is NOT aligned with the train arrival and we have waited for 15 mins in the rain and hot sun
while the bus driver has a cigarette and then allows passengers to get on the bus. The tram won't
run during the evening and early morning to meet the train to sydney, once it is running in 2019. The
bus is more reliable.
Removal of Supercars being run in our beautiful heritage area. It causes extreme stress on residents
and major damage on the houses & environment. It does not bring added advantages to businesses
who have an overall downturn during this period. Right race, wrong place!
Curb development. Support residents so they are not disadvantaged by development Do MUCH
more to enhance and highlight heritage.
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Speed cameras in Stockton Or possibly man the Police Station
stop changing the face of the city with tiny spaces in large apartment blocks, stop closing open
spaces, community spaces and transport links. Less buses in other areas that my family now have to
walk a long way to get home. More affordable housing options but not those that look like social
housing and are not liveable
Better pedestrian access to Elermore Vale parkland.
I love a lot of the work you have done - the ANZAC walk, the Museum, the Art Gallery, beginning the
bike path network - they have stopped me from moving away. Every time I attend or see a
community mixed public/private cultural event, Chinese noodle markets, the Farmers Market, Music
Festivals etc. they're packed with people.
On the other hand, the local music scene seems less vibrant, and the super cars and trams seem to
be a huge burden for very little overall benefit.
For Newcastle to be great, you need to improve public transport and parking at public transport.
Look into much cheaper options to extend the light rail (trackless trams like the CRRC Zhuzhou
Institute's from China) so that it takes people from near their home to where they need to go
without long walks and transfers; the Airport, Hospitals, University campuses, beaches, schools,
TAFEs and new large car parks maybe at Hamilton North, the old Newcastle Gas and Coke. Really
push for more express trains to Sydney.
Pressure Coles to do something about the huge ugly building site on Maitland Rd Mayfield - put in
mixed retail, commercial and residential, another supermarket seems useless there.
Hamilton needs a complete overhaul. Drug addicts are everywhere. I live near and work on
Beaumont St. I see daily drug deals, drug addicts abusing people up Beaumont St. The street itself is
dirty. The whole precinct needs improving. The sight of homeless people sleeping along the street
will deter visitors and tourists. I’m embarrassed when I take visitors to Beaumont St. Not to mention
that I have teenage daughters that walk to and from school. It’s a real safety concern
Knowledge of where CCTV is operating so one can park in those areas.
Cancel supercars it is destroying Newcastle East
provide/assist construction of 4 court indoor netball courts.
smarten up the streetscape. some of the suburbs look tattered and tired and need modernising.
good pathways, lighting and neat vegetation will encourage more people to get out and about and
explore their neighbourhoods.
invest into more local community infrastructure such as small garden areas and seating - maybe a
local BBQ area where neighbours can gather, add in some heating and it can be used all year.
MORE PARKING BOTH IN THE CBD BEACHES AND MORE PROVISION OF PARKING WITH ALL THESE
NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN THE SUBURBS (TOWNHOUSES)
Removal of Supercars 500 race from our suburb would make a significant improvement in my
physical and mental health and would strongly influence my decision to move away from Newcastle
where I have happily lived for more than 30 years.
Extremely poor decisions regarding the future of the city (particularly regarding roads and public
transport) will be a blight on the city when compared to what it could have been.
One hopes that these decisions were taken out of local government hands due to the stupidity of
the decisions. Surely no local would do some of the things forced on the residents of this great city.
More bike paths and integrated bike paths (and spaces for walking) would be excellent.
Keep improving the parks and faciltiies
Maintain the cultural facilities
Proper integrated public transport (eg trams to the suburbs)
provision of more doctors and health related services that bulk bill.
Provide better parking in Regent street new Lambton for the disabled so disabled people who have
difficulty walking do not have to walk 2 blocks or more to reach banks, post office, doctors, dentist,
etc!!!!!!!!!!!
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Stop all the over development & greed with people like XXX etc. RICH greedy people that have too
much $$$$ & concentrate on the working class & the poor. Newcastle is forcing poorer people out
to the fringes & seems to only care for the rich or people with $$$
Newcastle was NOT based on this principle. It has lost all its character & culture & it is sad to see
how it has gone :-( Public transport is a shambles. Oh , that's right , rich people don't use public
transport. :-(
I think generally services are good.... I would like to see a magazine printed with upcoming sport and
cultural events instead of what happened last week events which newcastle has a very good record
for doing. In canberra the panorama mag keeps one informed about upcoming events, I miss it
terribly and I never seem to know what is going on ( if anything) in Newcastle.
I'd like to see more information about adult education programmes and opportunities in Newcastle.
Don't take things away! we need more with an ageing population and pop growth
There is a strong need for place making and community safety collaborations in the Market Town
precinct - both to improve safety of and from people with drug and alcohol or mental health issues as well as to remove cars from using Steel street as a thoroughfare (it would make sense to only let
cars enter from King street to access McDonald's or Woolworth's and exit via Parry Street) and also
widen the footpath access in all areas. It could be a great space for people to enjoy lunch outdoors
rather than needing to run back to work because of anti-social behaviours.
If there are 10-20 people in a park with dogs (not one of the limited allocated local spaces
designated as an off leash area) chatting, that is a community activity. There is way too much
bureaucracy and rules bestowed on people from council.
Bar beach surf house should have food and drink day and night for the public to enjoy a choice of
fabulous views of coastline. Look at the Gold Coast's Burleigh Heads to see what they have done to
pretty their coast line.
Would like exercise parks for older people as they have in China
You need to fix hunter street with the rail lines that now affects pushbikes, light bikes and scooters
when crossing lines, and if its wet, this is now a serous concern and just a matter of time before a
law suit is filed against the local council and government.
Please stop approving high rise developments. You are ruining what used to be a beautiful city. The
light rail is a joke, as it the CBD. Nothing worth going in for now, especially with the lack of free
parking. Newcastle has lost its charm, and is becoming too much of a rat race.
Better facilities (toilets etc.) at beaches/parks. Other than blackbutt/nibbles there are truly awful.
Horrendous to take kids to. They let down all the other great work being done in these spaces.
Public transport needs upgrading in a way that will encourage use, especially for people going to and
from work.
Suburbs need to be able to retain their character as quiet, family friendly areas, without
overcrowding by way of multi dwellings on single sites, particularly with regard to placing multiple
storey, multi-dwelling residences in areas of single storey, single dwellings
no
Get rid of present council
Don’t spend monies on skate bowl on a beach. Open up parks to public.. don’t lock them up. Free
parking at sporting venues for kids sport.
Restore the East End to how it was before the Supercars took over. The area is filthy, the roads are a
disgrace, the parkland has been butchered, including the beautiful Norfolk pines along Scott Street.
Three months of traffic chaos, constant noise from trucks and workmen. The amenity of the whole
area lost because of this stupid decision. How is this fair to residents? No longer the quiet, charming
residential village that it used to be!! Once again great decision making!!!
1.>Get to work on the provision of a real NEWCASTLE ART GALLERY and the advertised, Nationally &
Internationally, position of a real Gallery Director.
(The current position was merely a name change to allay community pressure and was not
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advertised.)
2. If you call a public forum to survey the Community Opinion then LISTEN. The NCC belongs to the
Community and NOT Party Politics. The NCC is elected to represent the thoughts and aspirations of
the Newcastle Community. They are NOT elected to do as they wish or to over-ride Community
opinion.
The CEO is NOT in the position to tell Newcastle what will happen and to make public statements.
His is an Administrative role to advise NCC. For example it was NOT his position to declare that Joy's
Tower would be demolished because he disliked it.
Thank you.
Fund, assist and listen, respond to local community groups..
None
Transport options for the greater Newcastle area, not just a 2.7km section of one street.
The cost of using the Summer Hill waste management is absolutely disgusting. As a lover of the
outdoors, camping, 4wding and motorbike riding, I come across numerous piles of rubbish illegally
dumped in our bush land. Sometimes just metres off roads or deep into the tracks. I always thought
to myself how do people do that and how do they never get caught. While I think it’s disgusting and
an eyesore, I totally get it why people in our community do it. My wife and I were charged $64 for a
small bundle of rubbish we tipped at Summer Hill yesterday. We were extremely surprised to say the
least, when they announced the cost to us. $64 dollars to some people is what they make after a
long hard shift on a filthy hot day or a rainy freezing night. Casuals or the unemployed would dread
having to use this facility because of the outrageous fees they charge. Yes I know of the 2 vouchers
per year we are entitled to but that doesn’t help the tradies with demolition rubbish on a regular
basis or a large family having a clean-up of their household waste. In my opinion $64 is massively
way to high for the amount of light general rubbish we had. If 2 people drove into Summer Hill every
5 mins, that’s 24 people per hour @ $64 per tip = $1536 an hour. $1536 times an 8 hour day totals
$12228 a day. $12228 times a 7 day week is $86016 a week. Surely to god it doesn’t cost $86016 to
run a week. I believe if the cost of using the dump was significantly reduced, there would be a huge
reduction in illegal rubbish dumping in our community. Have you been for a bike ride or walk
through the bushland out Wallsend Link Road way lately? It’s starting to get to a point where you’ll
need steel capped boots on and a hard hat with Hi Vis. And while it’s sad and disappointing to see, I
do understand why people put it there. Lower the XXX prices of using the tip and allow people to
financially survive in our community.
Newcastle in the early 20th century had better connected public transport and a large cycling
community used by adults for commuting and children for mobility and recreation. We have spent
1/2 billion dollars on ‘revitalizing Newcastle’ but virtually nothing on cycleways that are safe for
children and adults. A tiny fraction of money recently spent could have a safe effective cycling
system. Many of the large capital cities are building this infrastructure. Despite years of advocacy
and planning this is sadly lacking in Newcastle. If the infrastructure is there it will be used.
Functional human cities with great ‘liveability’ realized this decades ago. The CBD is a peninsula
which means that cars are an unaffordable luxury in the longer term. It is essential that forward
thinking at the LGA level and state level think about weaning from car dependency and recognize
that people without drivers licenses such at all the cities children are citizens as well and we need to
create a safe liveable environment for them.
More car parking spaces are needed in the city.
Please upgrade the Bar Beach pavilion. It is falling apart and is such an eyesore. It is also dangerous
as the concrete is breaking down and rusted steel has been exposed. There are so many tripping
hazards. It is such a popular area with a beautiful beach. The pavilion is not doing it justice.
Improve cyclist access and safety throughout the CBD. It is not always practical to detour via the
foreshore (I live on King St) and the streets are extremely unsafe and unclear on where safe access
across town can be made. Many commuter cyclists have resorted to riding on footpaths where
intersections and traffic conditions are too dangerous. Passing distances are not observable in many
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instances. Cycling provisions on the main roadways is an imperative inclusion if this city is to reduce
its carbon footprint by encouraging active travel.
Fast construction time for any upgrades
More support services for carers
My carers are finding it difficult to park in the CBD as you keep removing parking (e.g. light rail) and
they can't catch public transport as they do shifts in other parts of the community before/after me
with poor public transport. Their shifts are 1-2 hours e.g. get me up, lunch or dinner times!
Remove 4 way stop signs around New Lambton.
Provide more AFL grounds (with goal posts) around Newcastle.
Concerns over traffic, parking and housing. The development of multiple dwellings on small
residential blocks with narrow streets is going to result parking and traffic stress spreading to
suburbs surrounding the CBD.
Public transport. I know it is a state issue, but this is the biggest problem at the moment.
Ensure every park in Newcastle LGA is inclusive of people with disabilities.
Don’t allow sports clubs to totally control open spaces in Newcastle LGA
Stop destroying the city centre. The loss of the rail service has resulted in loss of transportation,
reduced the numbers and. Atieties of shops, cinemas driven people out to suburbs. These changes
have been perceived as the council pandering to developers and other private interests. The super
cars fiasco is a prime example of ignoring the health and welfare of the residents of the city for
private profiteering.
Constant and even more regular updates of local functions, opportunities, entertainment etc.
not at this moment in time.
mental health difficulties are very hard to get help with. The current services are so over loaded that
you have to be showing self harm before they will be made available. The only(excellent) in patient
facility is a challenging place to spend time in due to the range of patients treated. This lack of lower
level treatment facilities causes much more trauma than needed for easy recovery.
Public transport that doesn’t finish before things that are on, like Jets games or Civic Theatre
productions would be better as parking or access can be challenging
Council needs to consult with and listen more to the community (i.e., genuinely listen and respond
to the community), and follow through on commitments it makes to the community.
Just a couple of examples:
* Ten years ago, council made a commitment (in its Urban Forest Policy) to develop canopy targets
for Newcastle. It hasn't.
* In its Local Planning Strategy, council said that the local character of Tighes Hill should be
preserved. This was even supported with a council resolution to establish a pilot study on Tighes
Hill's local character. Then, without any consultation (or legal authority), council officers unilaterally
decided to ignore that council resolution.
* Over the past decade (especially since the infamous Laman St fiasco) Newcastle Council has gone
from being regarded as one of the most progressive councils for tree protection in Australia, to being
a laughing stock in its own community, and throughout Australia for its attitude to trees. The council
seems to be entirely ignorant of this, and has done very little to address this record with any changes
of substance.
* In 2008, council made a commitment to spend the money it made from the sale of the Tighes Hill
School of Arts building (about $410,000) on a multi-functional community centre. However, Council
appears to have done nothing to progress this, despite repeated approaches from the local
community.
An upgrade to four lanes of the road linking Wallsend to Minmi would be a great improvement. Put
traffic lights at the end of Warkworth Street with its intersection with Minmi Road and traffic would
flow a lot better in peak times. Traffic out here in peak times is the stuff of nightmares.
Stop spending money on PR opportunities for the Lord Mayor and go back to basic strategic plans
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such as renovating the Art Gallery, cycleways, renovate Newcastle baths before it falls into the sea.
Interpret the term revitalise to mean assisting small business and Newcastle ratepayers over
Developers and Supercars. We are losing our city to short sighted political and financial gain.
Employ a GM that knows how to get things done rather than one merely qualified in spin. Start
publishing comments like these rather than the cherry picked quotes about how happy we all are.
Parking in the CBD is a disgrace especially now the light rail is going down Hunter Street instead of
the existing rail line. Also please do not extend the Supercar event beyond 5 years as it decimates
our beautiful East End for too long each year. Businesses are suffering/have suffered as has Sydney
through the light rail construction, but least their light rail is going some where not just from
Wickham to Newcastle. Why our building approvals for apartments everywhere condoned with no
additional parking and please do not wreck our historic end of Newcastle/Newcastle East with more
apartments. Our skyline from the Stockton area is wonderful. On the Supercars (and I am a racing
fan) can you imagine the Lord Mayor of Sydney, Clover Moore allowing the cars to race around "The
Rocks" which is the equivalent of our East End.
Just better advertising of what's available or happening would help. Maybe an email newsletter? At
the moment I hear about 90% of events and happenings through HunterHunter an online,
unaffiliated guide to the Hunter, which send weekly emails.
More monitoring of the effect of street trees on local footpaths (tripping and fall hazards due to
uneven slabs of pathway) and roots invading private properties causing deformation of grounds and
structures.
Newcastle should take stock of its features and advantages especially when the current building
boom has abated and encourage their protection and improvement primarily for the benefit of its
residents and visitors.
Don't build a skate bowl on Newcastle South Beach.
A ridiculous proposal.
Please fix public transport!!! I used to take one bus, 20 minutes, to get to the CBD. Now 2 buses with
long walk and no synchronisation between buses. To go to a friend in Edgeworth, it's 16 minutes by
car, and 1 hour 48 minutes by bus!!!! I dread the day I can't use my car anymore. Pubic transport is
absolutely pathetic in a city the size of the Greater Newcastle.
More thought put into accessibility from car parks, although you have disabled car parking it can
often be hard to access where you are going due to raised kerbs, poles in middle of path etc.
How anyone can hold their head up high in this current Council is beyond me. The Supercars lies, the
no tender for the new council building, the sackings, the lack of transparency. You can improve by
telling the truth. You can improve by stopping the unprofessional embarrassing way this Council is
run. Once it finally all comes out, people will want to know how they got away with it for so long
keep up the good work
put light rail on the rail corridor and make Scott St a street again
1. I only ride my bike on the pavement after a friend was killed on the road. We need more bike
paths, particularly parallel to Hunter St. The state government trashed Newcastle putting the light
rail down Hunter St for the greed of selling off the entire rail line. They could have easily sold off the
land overhead like Chatswood and St Leonards (around $200m each), and have light rail run down
the tracks.
2. Encourage affordable housing with Community Land Trusts by selling council land for a subsidised
amount, on the condition home owners do not have to pay the uplift in land prices into the future.
3. Set aside land for different types of Industrial Ecology parks by using the OEH's Sustainability
Advantage database of waste from large organisations to design matching organisations.
Organisations using the waste may pay more to lease the land than those providing the wastes as a
resource. These parks can be regarded as kind of "council tips" where the waste is being used up
onsite, rather than having to be carted away to landfill, with a net benefit to ratepayers.
4. Tap into Beyond Zero Emission's Zero Carbon Community method which encourages local groups
and councils to consider ways to reduce their carbon emissions. This will lower the carbon footprint
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of the council area, so that less money is needed to offset its council emissions and that of its
community.
5. Setup a repair cafe as part of the Summerhill tip and as part of farmer markets so that fewer items
and appliances are sent to landfill.
6. Ban plastic bags across council's supply chain within 3 years.
7. Include various sizes of council vehicles to suit the types of journeys e.g. electric trike for short
journeys requiring a payload; small electric cars etc.
As an aging citizen I worry I will not be able to access the city, little disability parking, etc. how will I
be able to visit the civic theatre. Nowadays I have to park 20 minutes walk away, how will I be able
to do that in the future? How can I easily catch a bus to the interchange then the light rail to have a
swim?
More car parking Newcastle overall is unbelievable
Public transport is almost impossible for elderly people in my area
More community in-place events
Police and educate people about dumping, littering, vandalism, Safe/easier waste disposal for
building and landscape products so small trucks not used for dumping these in parks and bushland
Educate people about importance of and how to care for their environment
Advertise in local papers what is happening in the area. Don't assume people know where things are
when an event is named. More assistance given to maintain local events e.g. Newcastle Show.
Pram ramps, with no lips and ramps into public buildings at appropriate slopes for wheelchair
access. Until you have to push one you don't realise how difficult and important these issues are for
mobility. Well maintained footpaths and accessible disabled car parking.
Support groups - we need some more for people with mental health issues
Improve footpaths. Turn Newcastle station into an extension of the art gallery, with a kid space in
the middle. It could be so good!
Need to provide more support to Glenrock Mountain Bike Park like at least a road sign to let people
know where it is and maybe a toilet.
Police handicap parking.
I know you make good money from the parking meters so they’re unlikely to be scrapped... but how
about removing the 4hr parking limits in King Edward Park? Just because we work in Newcastle does
not mean we can afford to be paying for parking or leaving work to move our car in the middle of
our day.
If I didn’t have to work in the city I would never go into Newcastle. The parking is ridiculous!
Also, it is not convenient for everyone to use public transport as your solution. Some of us need our
cars for work and have family commitments on the way to and from work.
I’m sure the majority of decision makers in Newcastle council have either close- free parking- or a
pay packet which means $50+ per week for parking does not put a dent in their family budget.
Perhaps if we didn’t have to pay for parking (or move our cars from a 4hr zone) we’d be more
inclined to spend a couple of bucks at a local business in our lunch break ...
No further comment.
Keep building cycleways, they are awesome. Reopen walking route through St Pius, its a great link.
Put stop signs at entrance/exit of businesses fronting shared path along Northcott Drive i.e. office
works, Bob Jane etc. I have had multiple close calls despite taking care while riding. Drivers don't
look when entering or exiting these businesses by car.
Please improve the lighting on the bike path between the uni and Wallsend. It's a scary isolated area
at night. The light would help improve usage and safety. Also could you put more bins along the
path.
Beach mats that allow wheelchair access across the sand to the water.
A Good Sized, Fenced Dog Park would be Really Good...[for BIG Dogs] not like that joke at S/Point!
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Better connected public transport for children to get to and from school. The buses don’t connect
for my children to get to Cardiff high from Wallsend
More covered areas in our beaches in our parks. Dixon park should be full of covered tables with
benches like Bronte Beach Merewether Beach should have more than 3 x covered tables that
families have to fight over the children pool area has now 3 feet of sand which once again families
have to fight over the rest is cement blocks & more trees in our streets for cover
need a rational integrated transport and traffic plan in the city. Currently a lot of money is being
spent and the result is terrible. Light rail will just make things worse not better.
Would like to see Newcastle becoming much more focused on being a city that is Disability-friendly.
Making sure that all buildings and events have disabled access. Provision of disabled parking, ease of
access on public transport etc.
more public transport (frequency), more bicycle lanes, strategies to remove boats and trailers off
streets, be mindful of infrastructure when giving consent to development applications e.g. approving
the building of town houses on a narrow street with limited accessibility
More dog parks
More bike tracks
More jetties for fishing
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For enquiries please call 4974 2000

newcastle.nsw.gov.au

